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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The Adjutant General's Office,
State House, Boston, December 31, 1929.
To His Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief:
In accordance \sdth the provisions of Section 23 of Chapter 465 of the Acts of
1924, I hereby submit the Annual Report of the Massachusetts Volunteer MiHtia
^ lor the year ending December 31, 1929.
Appended are the reports of the Chiefs of Departments, Staff Corps, Armory
Commission, and organization commanders.
Enrolled Militia.
On December 31, 1929, the total enrolled mihtia of the Commonwealth was
733,825, a gain of 2,537 over 1928.
National Guard.
State Staff Corps and Departments.— For the first time in many years quarters
were assigned at Camp Devens for the use of His Excellency the Governor and
Commander-in-Chief, and the State Staff was in its own quarters. The Com-
mander-in-Chief spent a night in camp and witnessed the entraining of the Division
as it started for home. A program of instruction was arranged for the State Staff
and arrangements were made with officers from the First Corps Area for certain
lectures. This arrangement was made with the approval of Colonel Foreman
who is assigned to Massachusetts as the Instructor for the State Staff as well as
the Division. The Division being the larger unit, Colonel Foreman devoted his
time and energy to the instruction of the Division Staff.
26th Division.— The 26th Division still lacks a Mifitary Police Company, a
Medical Detachment for Special Troops, an Ordnance Maintenance Company, a
CoUecting Company and a Motorcycle Company. Until increased allotment of
numbers is granted by the Militia Bureau, nothing can be done in the way of
organizing these units.
The Division performed its fifteen-day tour of camp duty at Camp Devens
under more favorable conditions in regard to housing than ever before. Much
work had been done during the winter and spring by the Camp Quartermaster on
re-conditioning the buildings occupied by the National Guard with funds provided
by the Militia Bureau. This work has been continued and it is expected that,
when the Division goes to camp next year, housing, water and toilet facilities will
be completed. Too many reviews and schools were held during the camp. There
were four reviews during the fifteen-day camp. While Massachusetts is very glad
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to welcome distinguished guests at the camps of our National Guard and give
them an opportunity to witness what has been accomplished in the way of train-
ing, it should be borne in mind that fifteen days is all too short to accomplish the
training program, and, where possible, reviews should be reduced to the lowest
possible number. The proper period to hold officers' and noncommissioned officers'
schools is during the armory drill period, and the time in camp should be used to
demonstrate what has been learned. The Division is advancing in miUtary train-
ing, and, except for certain episodes which concerned a limited few, had a very
successful tour of duty.
Other organizations of the Guard performed their camp duty as follows:
241st Coast Artillery. — The 241st Coast Artillery performed its annual fifteen-
day tour of camp duty at Fort H. G. Wright, Long Island Sound, New York. This
tour of duty was very successful, and, although hampered by fog, all units were
able to complete their firing.
211th Coast Artillery.— The 211th Coast Artillery performed its tour of duty at
Sandwich, Massachusetts. This camp ground had been still further developed
during the spring and the command was enabled to perform a very satisfactory
tour of duty.
110th Cavalry.— The 110th Cavalry performed its tour of duty this year at
Camp Devens, following the period of the Division. This was the first time the
Cavalry had been at Camp Devens for many years and the change from a tent
camp with its unpleasant features in wet weather to comfortable barracks, which
could be utilized for training when the weather prevented field work, was most
beneficial to the command. The experience was so pleasant that the Regiment
will go to Camp Devens next year also. Except for a mix-up of horses, this tour
of duty was most satisfactory.
Heretofore this organization has been divided between Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, each having a squadron. This division of authority has not been
satisfactory to either the Militia Bureau or the two states concerned. Early in
February, the Militia Bureau gave authority for Massachusetts to organize the
complete regiment, less Troops I and K, the machine gun troop and headquarters,
third squadron. With the approval of the two States the UOth Cavalry was re-
organized under these conditions and the Regiment is now a complete unit of the
Massachusetts National Guard.
3d Bn., 372nd Infantry. — The 3d Bn., 372nd Infantry, performed its annual
tour of duty at Camp Devens, as usual, and profited much by their work. This
command is in very good condition due largely to the zeal of its officers and enlisted
men and the efforts of the Federal Instructor.
26th Division Aviation.— The 26th Division Aviation encamped at Marston's
Mills, West Barnstable. Owing to construction work at Mitchell Field, this
organization was unable to train there this year, and great difficulty was found in
securing a suitable place for the training of this organization. The field finally
selected was suitable for such a camp but was too far away from the Division to
secure the maximum amount of training in connection with the Division. Since
close cooperation with the Division is necessary not only for the training of the
Squadron, but also for the training of the Division, a suitable place nearer Camp
Devens must be secured to obtain the maximum amount of training in the time
available. This office has had under consideration for some time the use of the old
Remount Station at Camp Devens as a suitable place, but numerous objections
have been raised by the Squadron against the use of this location. In order to
settle the question definitely, the First Corps Area was asked to appoint a Board of
Officers to recommend a suitable place. This Board was duly constituted and
consisted of Lt. Col. Harry G. Chase, State Quartermaster, Massachusetts; Major
Frank M. Kennedy, A. C, Washington, D. C; Major Rush B. Lincoln, A. C,
1st Corps Area, and Capt. Christopher W. Ford, A. C, 1st Corps Area, and they
gave careful consideration to three possible sites, but it was the unanimous opinion
of the Board that the Remount Station with a reasonable expenditure of funds was
the best place. This report has been accepted and the Militia Bureau asked to
furnish the necessary funds. This has been done and work will be started as soon
as the weather permits outside work. It is expected that the site will be available
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before the Division goes to Camp next year. This site while it is about three miles
from Camp Devens will permit proper training of the Air Service with the Division.
The National Guard, as a whole, has shown considerable improvement. During
the year 1929 there were 25 deaths, 48 desertions, 1,107 discharges by order, 3,092
by expiration, 821 transfers to the National Guard Reserve, or a total of 5,093
separations from the service.
There were 256 restorations to service and 5,080 enlistments, of which 2,194
were reenlistments, making a total of 5,336 gross gain, and a net gain in strength of
192 for the year.
The Guard still continues to furnish recruits for the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and the Coast Guard. Recruits have been furnished to these branches as follows:—
Army, 68; Navy, 45; Marine Corps, 13; Coast Guard, 13.
The situation as regards property losses is continuing to improve. Officers and
men are realizing their responsibility and accountability. The losses during the
past year have been reduced to a minimum.
The cost of maintenance of armories is constantly increasing, owing to the age of
most of the buildings. Pointing and painting are the principal repairs that are now
needed. Fourteen head houses have been painted during the past two years, and
this year three drill sheds have been painted and the contract let for one more.
The program of painting will be continued next year.
Under the provisions of Chapter 11 of the Acts of 1928, the Adjutant General
has made his report to the Legislature of the names of those citizens of Massa-
chusetts who have been awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor and the erec-
tion of a tablet containing such names has been authorized by the Legislature and is
now in the hands of the Governor and Council,
VISITS OF DISTINGUISHED PERSONS.
During the year, the following distinguished visitors have been received by the
Commonwealth
:
January 21 — The Honorable H. H. MacLean, K. C. B. 0., Lieutenant Governor
of New Brunswick.
February 4 — Honorable William F. Whiting, Secretary of Commerce of the
United States.
June 15— Commander Julius Berg, of the Jewish War Veterans.
June 28— Captain Bouvert Fush of the French Navy and Captain H. G.
Hamlet of the United States Coast Guard.
July 17— M. le General Henri T. Gouraud of the French Army.
September 20— Commander Paul E. McNutt of the American Legion.
On October 19, the West Point Cadets again visited Boston to play football with
Harvard University. They tendered his Excellency the Governor a Review on
Boston Common and the Governor presented the Corps of Cadets with twelve
spear heads for their company guidons.
Training Schools.
The Training School, Massachusetts National Guard, was reestablished in 1927
and the first class after a two-year intensive course of training was graduated
June 8, 1929. The original class started with 51 Cadets and graduated 25. The
present senior class has 47 and the junior class 65 Cadets.
The School specializes in character building, physical training, and basic military
education. The School has been most successful and the interest shown by all
organizations of the Guard in having a representative as a member of the School
is most encouraging. The success of the School has been assured.
Communications School.
A Communications School was held again this year, covering a twenty-four hour
period during the months of January, February and March, for the purpose of
instructing selected men in standard methods of installing, maintaining, and
operating communications equipment. The instructions covered all phases of
wire communication, also radio and the message centre. The value of the School
was demonstrated by the fact that military authorities of Rhode Island requested
the privilege of sending two men from the Headquarters and Combat Train of the
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103rd Field Artillery and eight men from the 43rd Signal Company as students
at the expense of Rhode Island.
Army Service Schools.
The prescribed courses at the Army Service Schools were taken by 17 officers
and 8 enhsted men. Those officers and enlisted men who have taken these courses
not only benefited themselves by so doing, but have been of great benefit to the
organizations to which they belong, as they have been able to impart the lessons
they learned at these schools.
New Armories.
A new armory at Norwood has been constructed during the year and \yill be
dedicated early in January.
A plot of land in North Adams has been presented to the Commonwealth by
Mr. W. A. Gallup with the proviso that if an armory be not erected on this lot, the
land shall revert to the owner.
Civil and Spanish War Records.
Mr. Fred W. Cross, Military Archivist, in charge of Civil War, Spanish-American
War and Philippine Insurrection Records, and of the Archives, reports as follows:
"The compilation of the records of the soldiers, sailors, and marines who served
to the credit of Massachusetts during the Civil War has been completed and is
ready for publication. These records fill 12,515 typewritten pages.
The names of the men who served in Massachusetts military organizations are
arranged alphabetically in their respective companies and batteries, and the com-
panies are grouped in order by regiments. In addition there are large numbers of
records of Massachusetts men who served in the United States Army, the Veteran
Reserve Corps, the United States Colored Troops, and in units from other states,
making a total of nearly 132,000 men who served in the army.
Adding to the above over 43,000 known enlistments of Massachusetts men in
the United States Navy and United States Marine Corps, we have a grand total of
fully 175,000 enlistments of Massachusetts men during the war for the preservation
of the Union.
The records as compiled show, in addition to each man's name and organization,
his residence at enlistment, his age, occupation, dates of enlistment and muster
into the United States service, wounds if any, and where incurred, and the date
and character of his termination of service. If he was killed in action, or died of
wounds, of disease, or in prison, the details are given as far as is possible within
the compass of a brief paragraph. It is a matter of great satisfaction to the com-
piler to be able to report that this work is done.
The securing of complete records of all the men who served to the credit of
Massachusetts during the Spanish War and Philippine Insurrection is nearing
completion. However, cases frequently arise, especially those of Massachusetts
men who served in the regular army, navy, or marine corps, where records of service
have never found their way to this office. During the past year, largely through
correspondence with the Adjutant General of the Army, the Chief of the Bureau
of Navigation, and the Major General Commandant of the United States Marine
Corps, 180 new records of service have been added to our Spanish War and Philip-
pine Insurrection files.
The tabulation of the Spanish War records by cities and towns was completed
several years ago. A similar tabulation of the Philippine Insurrection records is
now in progress and will soon be completed.
In addition to the securing of as many as possible of the records which we now
lack, there remains the compilation and arrangement of the Spanish War and
Philippine Insurrection records for publication.
Ninety-five volumes of the military records of the division have been rebound
during the past calendar year, making a total of 948 volumes which have been
bound or rebound within the past nine years. The archives of the department,
dating from the year 1781, and containing many documents and records of price-
less value, are for the most part in excellent condition for preservation.
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The general work of the Division has included in addition to the above—
(a) The examination of 608 letters which have been referred to this Division
during the past year and the preparation of replies to the same.
(b) The writing of 498 letters including requests for records of service, replies to
questions relating to historical matters, etc.
(c) The preparation and issuing of 1,330 certificates of service of men who served
to the credit of Massachusetts in the conflicts above referred to.
(d) The carding of 227 records of service received from the War and Navy De-
partments and the Headquarters of the United States Marine Corps, and the
filing of the letters containing those records in our department letter books.
(e) The revision of the card catalogue of the archives in Room 183, and the care
and arrangement of the records in that room.
(/) The answering of almost hourly calls for information concerning matters of
military record.
To the above should be added the fact that during the past four months Mr,
Cross has spent considerable time and Miss Briggs a large part of her time in the
work of completing the World War Records."
World War Records.
The Chief of the World War Records Section reports that:
"The work commenced in 1927 of obtaining from the Bureau of Navigation
such additional information as was necessary to complete the World War naval
service records originally furnished, has been continued through the past year.
An appropriation of $752.75 made available at the beginning of the year was suffi-
cient to obtain the data necessary to complete all but about 2,500 of the remaining
8,780 naval records. The data for these 2,500 records the Bureau of Navigation
very generously agreed to furnish without expense to the State, one half of which
has already been received. Information from this source has been typed on 1,720
of the original record cards, leaving approximately 13,670 records to be completed
in this manner.
An appropriation of $1,000 has enabled this office to employ a temporary clerk
at the War Department at the rate of $120 per month to amend and correct such
army service records as have been found to be incorrect or incomplete. In this
manner 4,560 records have been completed.
During the year 11,662 completed army records have been added to the file in
which the individual records are allocated to the city or town of their credit. This
makes a total of approximately 81,000 records thus filed.
In addition 14,650 army records, for which skeleton index cards have been pre-
pared, are ready to be placed in this file.
The Marine Corps records numbering approximately 2,800 have also been so
arranged and filed, and approximately sixty per cent, of the more than 46,000
naval records are ready for allocation to the municipality file.
Since my last report 79 new Army records and 19 new Navy records, not pre-
viously furnished, have been received.
The general work of the office has included
:
(a) Furnishing 4,788 certificates of World War service for state and military
aid, civil service, and various other purposes. This is an increase of 371 over those
issued last year. Since 1926 a yearly increase in the number of certificates issued
has been noted which at that time numbered but 3,864.
(6) Issuing 110 certificates of selective service draft registrations. These certifi-
cates have, in most cases, been issued to registrants of Italian birth who were
returning to Italy for a visit and who, without such certificate, would be liable for
service in the Italian Army.
(c) Certifjang to the eligibility of 376 applicants for the Massachusetts World
War Testimonial. This makes the total number of Testimonials issued 35,644.
(d) Handling and answering 1,020 letters and communications received which
related to the activities of this Division. This number is exclusive of written ap-
plications for certificates of service, which numbered 769.
(e) Taking the finger prints, for purposes of identification in Washington, of 33
soldiers who served in the Army during the War under assumed names.
(/) Typing battle participations on 1,445 individual record cards."
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Rifle Practice,
There has been a marked increase in rifle practice this year. The percentage of
men qualifying in indoor practice has increased. Ninety-eight units out of
116 entered the State Indoor Competition and 94 units finished. Company K,
181st Infantry, won the match and was declared Massachusetts National Guard
Indoor Champion for 1929. Outdoor qualifications showed a decided improvement
and the percentage of men qualifying in the several classes shows an increasing
interest in the shooting game. Pistol qualifications also show an increase. The
outdoor competition with the rifle was won by Company I, 101st Infantry. In
the State competition the 182nd Infantry won with a score of 1,290, the low score
being 915.
The team squad entered in the United Services of New England Matches secured
valuable training. Individual shooting members won many medals. The State
Rifle Team accomplished most excellent results. The team finished sixth among
all teams, beating all teams except five of the six service teams, thus winning the
Hilton Trophy emblematic of the championship of all National Guard and civilian
rifle teams. The work for the year is most commendable and evidences a return
to that place which Massachusetts has formerly held in the shooting game. A
detailed account of these several matches will be found in the report of the State
Ordnance Officer.
Gold Star Record and History op Massachusetts.
The Gold Star Record authorized by the Legislature has been published and
issued, and the manuscript for the History of Massachusetts' part in the World
War is practically all in the hands of the printer. The records of the Civil War,
Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection and Mexican Border Mobilization are com-
pleted and ready for publication when the Legislature shall authorize the work
to be done.
Army Instructors.
There have been the usual changes in our Regular Army Instructors due to
termination of their details, but the officers who have been assigned to replace
them are of the same high type and are doing good work with the organizations to
which they are assigned.
We have at present 9 infantry instructors, 3 for coast artillery corps, 3 for field
artillery, 1 for engineers, 1 for cavalry, 1 for air corps, 1 for signal corps, 1 for
medical corps, and 1 for quartermaster corps, making a total of 21 instructors.
There should be an assistant to the senior instructor as he has more than he can
do in conducting schools for the Division and coordinating the work of the other
instructors.
Pictures of Former Adjutants General.
The office has been fortunate in securing this past year, through the kind assist-
ance of Mr. Joshua Eddy Crane of the Taunton Public Library, a picture of Adju-
tant General Israel Keith. Mr. Crane discovered in the Worcester Art Museum
a miniature painting of General Keith and through the kindness of the Worcester
Art Museum a photograph was furnished which has been enlarged and framed.
General Keith served as Adjutant General from December 11, 1785, to April 3, 1788.
With the acquisition of the picture of General Keith this leaves only one former
Adjutant General of whom we have no picture. The missing one is Adjutant
General Ebenezer Bridge of Chelmsford. It is hoped that some representation of
this officer may yet be found.
Office Administration.
The work of the InteUigence Section is steadily increasing. It comprises trans-
fers of property and adjusting accounts, general intelligence work and investigating
of matters referred to it for action.
There were 27,577 pieces of mail received and 54,292 sent out during the year.
The recorded correspondence amounted to 6,841 pieces.
The office force has worked hard and faithfully and all are imbued with a desire
to make the office as efficient as possible. The Adjutant General desires to express
his appreciation of the cordial cooperation of the entire force.
_
JESSE F. STEVENS,
Brigadier General, The Adjutant General.
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REPORT OF THE MILITARY SERVICE COMMISSION.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The following report of the Military Service Commission, established pur-
suant to the provisions of Section 105, Chapter 327, General Acts of 1917, is here-
with submitted for the calendar year.
2. Mental (both oral and written) and physical examinations have been held
weekly during part of the year, and bi-monthly for another period, to determine
the fitness of candidates to be placed on the Officers' Eligibility list.
3. The Commission has met jointly with the Federal Examining Board, thus
reducing the mileage fees and special duty pay, as well as making it unnecessary
for candidates to make two trips to the State House.
4. The Commission has required strict, compliance with the regulations covering
the examination of candidates for commission, qualifying their findings to fit the
peculiar local needs of the Guard units.
JOHN J. SULLIVAN,
Brig. Gen., M. N. G., Ret'd, President.
December 31, 1929.
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REPORT OF THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL.
To The Adjutant General:
1. Herewith is submitted the Report of the Inspector General's Department
covering the year 1929.
2. Detailed reports covering armory and camp inspections are on file in the
office of the Adjutant General. It is believed that in all cases attempts have been
made to remedy all errors that were found. The Guard is to be congratulated that
during the past year none of the units have been rated as "Unsatisfactory" and
placed on probation, by the Federal Inspectors. This is a record that the State
can well be proud of, because all units are bound to have their "ups and downs."
3. The Guard still continues to carry some dead wood, but this is rapidly being
weeded out, and as a whole, from an enrollment standpoint, the Guard is in a very
healthy condition.
4. There has been less delay in the transfer of property from Company Com-
manders to their successors, owing to a new system that was put into operation
during the past year which reduced delays in the discharge of responsible officers
from months to days. It is again recommended that there be closer supervision
over property by organization commanders, through their Battalion Commanders
and Supply Officers.
5. Administration continues to improve and it is beheved that there is less
carelessness in the making out of papers and reports than ever before. Some
improvement in rifle and pistol qualifications has been noted, which shows that
unit commanders are trying.
6. The first class of the Training School was graduated this year and practically
all of the graduates have since been commissioned. This is a very fine school and
should be encouraged and continued.
7. Camp duty of the various organizations was well performed. Military
courtesy still needs a great deal of attention, but military discipline as a whole was
good.
State Staff Corps and Departments. — The State Staff had a program of instruc-
tion laid out by the Adjutant General in conjunction with officers from the Corps
Area. This consisted of lectures, which were most interesting and instructive, and
the consideration of the new Mobilization Plan. In one or two instances however,
the program had to be abandoned because certain of the Staff Officers were assist-
ing certain officers of the Administrative Staff, 26th Division, in their duties.
Every attempt was made by the State Staff to cooperate.
36th Division. — The 26th Division had a most successful camp and showed
improvement over last year. Without doubt it is believed that this year was
one of the most successful camps as far as the various organizations were con-
cerned, that has ever taken place. The Division Staff continued their program
of intensive instruction which took place during the morning periods and while
it is believed that the officers benefited from this training, nevertheless subjects
were taken up which should have been taken up during the Armory Drill Period,
and certain of the Administrative Staff were obliged to give a great deal of time
to the instruction in duties outside of their Departments at a time when they should
have been functioning in their own Departments.
The use of detailed men from the Tank Company as Military Police has been
commented upon. It is believed that as soon as practicable a separate military
police company should be organized.
102d Field Artillery.— The 102d Field Artillery is commended for having 100
per cent present during its entire tour of duty, — a record to be proud of.
110th Cavalry.— The 110th Cavalry performed its tour of duty at Camp Devens
this year, and, while it proved to be quite a change from Quonset Point, the train-
ing of this organization nearer to its home station proved a benefit and before
the camp was over there was little if any criticism over the change in camp sites.
^Ist Coast Artillery. — In the 241st Coast Artillery weather conditions again
this year were poor for firing and while the different batteries were able to fire their
service practice, nevertheless there was considerable time lost due to fogs which
prevented the batteries from getting in their service practice until a,lmost the la,st
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minute. It is too bad that this fine organization has to go to Fort Wright where
fog is so prevalent, during their tour of duty.
8. In addition to his duties inspecting organizations, the Inspector General
was directed to conduct several investigations into the conduct of officers. In
one instance, the officers concerned were reprimanded by their Commanding
Officer. In another instance an officer tried by a General Court Martial was
acquitted. In two other instances where disciplinary action was recommended,
action has not been completed at the time of making this report.
9. The same officers were detailed as assistants to the Inspector General during
the armory inspections and prior to camp three assistants were authorized for the
Inspector General by the Militia Bureau. The following officers were appointed
as Majors: Ralph E. MacLeod and Louis L. Morse, and as Captain, Ascanio
diRago. These officers had been associated with the Inspector General by detail
and were familiar with their duties. They did excellent work as inspectors.
10. The relations between the Inspector General and the Commanding Officers
of the various organizations continue to be most pleasant. Criticisms and sugges-
tions have been taken and acted upon in a kindly manner.
11. In closing, the State Inspector General again wishes to express his appre-
ciation for the support given to him by the Adjutant General and the officers of the
State Staff Corps and Departments, as well as the clerical personnel of the Adjutant
General's Office.
H. D. CORMERAIS,
Lt. Col. Inf., Mass. N. G., State Inspector General, Mass.
December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF THE STATE JUDGE ADVOCATE.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The following report of the Judge Advocate General's Department for the
year 1929 is hereby submitted.
2. During the legislative year the Military Department was represented at all
hearings of the Committee on Military Affairs and at those hearings of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means which affected the Military establishment.
3. The Department has been represented at nine hearings on the Board of
Claims for Physical Injuries.
4. Twenty-six claims for personal injuries and eight claims for property damage
have been reported to this office, investigated and proper action taken thereon.
5. Forty-seven opinions and decisions on various military matters have been
rendered, seven leases covering armory accommodations have been examined and
approved and five agreements and contracts have been examined and approved.
6. Twenty-seven trials of enlisted men by summary Court Martial have been
reported, all of which resulted in conviction. The aggregate punishments consisted
of commitment in jail for a term of one hundred and five days and fines of one
hundred and fifty-five dollars.
RALPH M. SMITH,
Lt. Col., Mass. N. G., State Judge Advocate.
December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF THE STATE QUARTERMASTER.
To The Adjutant General:
I forward herewith my annual report for the fiscal year ending November 30,
1929.
Armories.
It has been possible during the past year to paint the interior of three drill halls.
This painting, with the redecorating of the interior of numerous headhouses con-
tinues our program for the renewing of the paint in all the armories.
An experiment is being tried in heating drill halls, which present a constant
problem owing to their size. In the Concord Armory unit heaters are being in-
stalled, with the expectation that it will be possible to heat the drill hall to the
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proper temperature in a comparatively short time. Although the installation is
not made primarily with a view to saving the fuel, it is expected that a lower heat-
ing cost will result. Below will be found a complete list of all the armories, both
owned and leased; the leased stables, and such other property as is held for military
uses.
State-Owned Armories.
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Arsenal.
Attention is invited again to the pressing need for a new storehouse building at
the Arsenal, to replace the old mess hall built during the War, which is situated
in the northerly portion of the Muster Field. The Federal Inspectors this year
were increasingly emphatic that the Federal property stored in the old building is
not safely housed.
We are glad to report that the issue of the new Melton uniform was begun during
the latter part of November to the units of the 52d Infantrj^ Brigade. The superin-
tendent of the Arsenal is confident that before the end of January, 1930, all troops
will be equipped.
Camp Curtis Guild.
The activities at this Post continue to increase. In addition to the service teams
of the Marine and the Navy, the Coast Guard uses the Range both for qualifica-
tion and for the training of its service team. In addition to the above mentioned
teams, the National Guard Match Team and the Civilian Team were trained on
this Range.
It is gratifying to note that the National Guard Team under the able direction of
Colonel Stanchfield led the National Guard Teams at Camp Perry this year.
During the year many improvements have been made at the range. Among
the more important may be noted the replacement of about 300 feet of the tunnel
by a concrete structure, for which funds were furnished by the Federal Govern-
ment; the further development of the new Pistol Range, through the cooperation
of the State Ordnance Officer, so that at the present time it is possible to erect
fifty (50) pistol targets in this new location for use up to fifty (50) yards— which
relieves the crowded condition of the firing line and makes conditions even safer
than they were before; the installation of toilet and bathing facilities, which are
very much needed by those who attend the United Services Matches, and the
members of the State and Civilian Teams.
Below are the figures which show the use of the Range by the various branches of
the service:
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The appearance of the area has been greatly improved by the removal of some of
the unsightly overhead pipe lines, and with the completion of the installation of
the unit heaters, all overhead pipe lines will disappear. Work has begun on the
cleaning up of brush and small trees in certain portions of the area, with the result
that not only will the general appearance be improved, but more terrain will be
made available for close and extended order drill.
We regret that we are not able to report the purchase of the additional land so
necessary for the completely safe use of the field artillery range. We are, however,
informed that favorable action is under consideration.
It is understood that the 43d Division will concentrate at Devens this summer
for its field training. This Division is made up of units from Maine, Vermont,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut. During the present summer the 110th Cavalry
transferred its training area from Quonsett Point, R. I., to Camp Devens. The
reports received from the Cavalry indicate that this transfer was satisfactory.
It is the expressed intention of the 1 10th Cavalry to again use Devens during the
coming field training period, and in preparation for this use work will be done on
the stables, and corrals will be built.
During the year the question of the development of an air field at that portion
of Camp Devens known as the Remount Station came up for serious discussion.
The following order is self-explanatory
:
"Special Orders Headquarters First Corps Area,
No. 252. Boston, Mass., October 31, 1929.
7. Under authority contained in the 4th Indorsement, WD, AGO, Oct. 22, 1929
(AG 580.S2, Camp Devens, Mass., 10-1-29), and with the concurrence of the
Adjutant General, State of Massachusetts, in the case of Lieutenant Colonel Harry
G. Chase, Massachusetts National Guard, a board of officers is appointed to meet
at these headquarters on November 7, 1929, for the purpose of determining whether
a suitable landing field can be developed at Camp Devens, Massachusetts, for the
landing of planes of the type with which the Massachusetts National Guard is
equipped.
Detail for the Board:
Lieutenant Colonel Harry G. Chase, Quartermaster Corps, Massachusetts
National Guard, State House, Boston, Mass.
Major Rush B. Lincoln, Air Corps, Headquarters First Corps Area, Boston,
Mass.
Major Frank M. Kennedy, Air Corps, Office of Chief of Air Corps, Washington,
D. C
Captain Christopher W. Ford, Air Corps (DOL), Headquarters First Corps
Area, Boston, Mass.
The travel to be performed by Major Kennedy in proceeding from Washington,
D. C, to Boston, Mass., and return; and such other travel as may be performed
by members of the board in connection with the meeting of the board, is necessary
in the military service, and chargeable to (37) MB341/P5064/A63()0-0. Reim-
bursement for transportation charges and in lieu of subsistence a flat per diem of
$6.00 will be allowed, in accordance with existing laws and regulations.
BY COMMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL BROWN:
OFFICIAL:
Oliver L. Spaulding, Jr., Colonel, General Staff, Adwig Chief of Staff.
Harrison Hall, Colonel, Adjutant General's Devt., Adjutant General."
MMS
The Board reported as follows:
"Boston, Mass., Nov. 12, 1929.
5. The Board agreed that for the proper training of this squadron it was neces-
sary that a flying field and camp be provided on the Camp Devens Military Reserva-
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tion in order that close cooperation could be obtained between the Observation
Squadron and the Division. This requires not only cooperation in the air but
close cooperation between these two groups on the ground.
6. The Board examined the terrain in the vicinity of Camp Devens with a view
to discover any area suitable for a landing field. The areas noted were three in
number, viz.:
(a) The area located in the easterly direction from the railroad yard on land
not owned by the Government; (b) the area in the neighborhood of the new barracks
and known as the Quartermaster area; (c) the area of the reservation known as the
Remount Station.
7. The Board rejected area (a) on the ground that the purchase or hire of this
area would be at an unwarranted expense; area (6) is rejected because of the great
expense that would be necessary to put it into proper shape and, additionally,
because of the close proximity to active portions of the camp; also, because the
area may in the future be needed as a camp ground for troops; also, because of
reports that the air above this portion of the reservation is turbulent and causes
dangerous flying conditions : area (c) in the opinion of the Board is the only area
that can be developed at a reasonable cost.
8. The present cleared area available for the flying field provides landing run-
ways in four directions; the major axis being approximately N.W.-S.E. and about
1,700 feet long; the one from the N.E. to S.W. is about 1,500 feet long. Each
of these runways can be extended from 400 to 600 feet by clearing the level ground
in prolongation of the major axis and in particular in the direction of the filter
beds. The runways in addition to the clearance of the land will require some grad-
ing. There is sufficient material on the ground for this purpose. The whole
property should be plowed, levelled, and then seeded so as to obtain a good turf.
The condition of the soil is excellent, it being a sandy loam, and will not require
drainage. There is a small area at one end of the field that could be very easily
converted into a camp site for the National Guard Aviation Squadron. Water is
available at this site and telephone and power lines can be constructed at a reason-
able cost.
9. To make this field as safe as possible all trees that constitute a flying hazard
should be cut down to the end that a pilot making a landing would be able to put a
plane on the ground at the extreme end of the flying field.
10. The Board is of the opinion that, based upon a rough estimate, it would
cost at least $30,000 to make this a completely satisfactory field.
11. Although the Board is of the opinion that it will require $30,000 to finish
the proper preparation of this field its value and immediate use are of such need as
to justify an immediate expenditure of a smaller amount of not less than $15,000
in order to make it available at the earliest date possible.
12. The Board submits the following recommendations:
a. That this Remount Depot site be approved as a site to be developed for
use as a flying field.
b. That the work be begun immediately and a sum of not less than $15,000 be
appropriated for the work.
c. That the work be undertaken in the following order, viz.
:
(1) Plow, level with scraper, harrow, seed and roll the present cleared area.
(2) Cut down all trees on the property which constitute approach hazards.
(3) Deforest the additional area to bring field to the ultimate size and treat
this area as recommended in (1)."
We are informed that the sum of $15,000 which we requested for the initial work
on this new landing field will be made available by the Militia Bureau early in
1930. It is our opinion that the expenditure of this amount will bring this landing
field to such condition that it wiU be available for use by the 101st Observation
Squadron during the coming summer.
We wish to take advantage of this opportunity to record our appreciation of the
cooperation we have received in the development of the National Guard Area at
Camp Devens from the Commanding Officer, 1st Corps Area, and his assistants;
the MiUtia Bureau, and the office of the Secretary of War. Especially do we
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wish to record our appreciation of the efforts of Captains Finan and Snyder of the
Regular establishment, who have given to this work their very best attention.
Without their cooperation on the ground it would have been impossible to accom-
plish the magnificent results which have been accomplished. Others may be a bit
weary of the subject of the rehabilitation of Camp Devens. We, however, feel
the satisfaction of having completed a project which you, yourself, and the under-
signed, brought to the attention of G-4 of the War Department seven years ago,
and which was made possible of accomplishment through the far-sighted vision
of the late Secretary of War, the Hon. John Wingate Weeks.
HARRY G. CHASE,
Lt. Col., State Quartermaster, Mass.
December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF THE STATE SURGEON.
To The Adjutant General, Massachusetts:
Following is the annual report of the Medical Department for the year 1929:
There were approximately 800 applicants for State Aid and Pensions examined
during the year.
Awards in the amount of S8,034.45 have been made as a result of hearings before
the Board on Claims for Deaths and Injuries.
Approximately 1,200 applicants for State Police Patrol were physically examined.
There are on an average 20 State Police Patrolmen reporting at this office each
week for either medical treatment or medical advice, these being in addition to
others receiving treatment in various hospitals who are under my supervision as
Surgeon of the State Police Patrol.
Two hundred and twenty-three candidates for commissions and promotions in
the National Guard were physically examined before the Board of Medical Officers.
The Soldiers' Home Hospital, now a permanent, State-controlled, modern, and
thoroughly equipped institution, functioned most efficiently in caring for National
Guard officers and enlisted men who became ill or were injured in line of duty.
The Surgeon General, as required by law, witnessed two electrocutions in 1929.
There are, on an average, five State House employees given first aid treatment
at this office dail3^
F. P. WILLIAMS,
Lt. Col., Medical Corps, State Surgeon.
December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF THE STATE ORDNANCE OFFICER.
To The Adjutant General:
I herewith submit my report as State Ordnance Officer for the calendar year
1929.
Personnel.
The only change in the personnel of this Department has been the resignation
of 1st Lieut. Rudolph J. Thanisch, Ordnance, who, after five years of service, was
honorably discharged under S. 0. 16, A. G. O., Mass., dated January 21, 1929. All
those who have been associated with him regret the termination of those pleasant
relations.
Lieutenant Colonel Stanchfield and Captain Marshall performed their tours of
duty at Camp Devens, July 6 to 20, and Major Nash attended the Camp of the
211th C. A., at Sandwich, Mass., July 22 to 29, and the Camp of the 241st C. A.,
at Fort H. G. Wright, August 3 to 9.
Lieutenant Colonel Stanchfield attended the meetings of the Directors of the
National Rifle Association, held at Camp Perry during the National Matches,
and at Washington in January. Major Nash attended the Directors' Meeting in
January and the meetings of the Executive Committee which were held in con-
junction therewith.
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Materiel.
The small arms in the hands of troops are in satisfactory condition except that
too many rifle and machine gun barrels are worn out. Whenever the Ordnance
Inspector recommends that a weapon be re-barrelled, the unit commander con-
cerned should, without fail, initiate the steps necessary to accomplish that end.
This method will not only keep a majority of rifles in good serviceable condition
but also provide sufficient gilt-edge barrels available for match shooting.
The Ordnance Department of the Army continues to develop new types of
material and to improve existing types. Major Nash of this Department, who
attended the Annual Demonstration of Ordnance at Aberdeen, reported satisfactory
performance of the new 37 m/m AA automatic cannon, 75 m/m. Infantry Mortar,
and further perfection of mechanical range finding and automatic laying of the
synchronized 3" AA battery. It is understood that there has been successfully
developed a new method of reUning artillery in the field.
Indoor Rifle Qualifications.
Although the number of units making reports of indoor qualifications fell off to
44 (97 in 1928), the performance showed a healthy improvement. Of 1,932 (3,051
in 1928) men required to fire, 41.7% (39.7% in 1928) qualified; 22.9% (20.8% in
1928) tried but failed, and 30.8% (31.3% in 1928) did not fire. Of 802 men (2,108
in 1928) not required to fire, 39% (31% in 1928) qualified. Steps are being taken
to insure more complete returns in the future.
The Army has adopted a new small bore target known as "Target, Paper, small
bore *A' 75 feet" which is now being issued to all units of our National Guard, and
supersedes target "X." Indoor qualification requirements have been modified
accordingly. Although indoor qualifications may fall off at first, it is believed that
the use of the new target will, in the end, produce better shooting, particularly on
the outdoor range.
State Indoor Rifle Competition.
G. 0. No. 4, A. G. 0., Mass., 1928, required each unit armed with the rifle to
fire a preliminary competition of two matches on its home indoor range. Of the
116 units eligible, 98 units entered the matches and of these 94 finished, which is
very satisfactory. The high team in each regiment or separate organization was
awarded a prize cup, and these winners of the preliminary competitions were
ordered to attend a final competition on a neutral range in which the results were:
Organization
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8th — Pvt. Truman E. Warner Hq. Co. 3rd Bn., 182nd Infantry . 145
9th — Sgt. Charles M. Shockro Co. I, 101st Infantry . . .145
10th — Capt. Francis J. McGowan Co. F, 182nd Infantry . .144
Corporal Ben L. Bassinor was declared "Massachusetts National Guard Indoor
Rifle Champion, 1929," and each of the above ten individuals was awarded a prize
cup.
Outdoor Qualifications with Small Arms.
Outdoor Rifle Qualifications for 1928 show a decided improvement. Reports
from ten organizations (9 in 1927), including 4,804 (4,754 in 1927) men required to
fire, show that 6% (4.3% in 1927) qualified as expert, 10% (7.9% in 1927) as sharp-
shooter, 33.8%, (31.4% in 1927) as marksman, and 51.3%o (56.5% in 1927) were
unqualified. It is believed that in many cases credit is due the members of the
State Rifle Team who have passed on to the members of their units the knowledge
they have gained from the training they have received. It is hoped that in the
near future the selection of candidates for the State Team may include a school
of instruction, open for a limited period to a restricted number of men from each
unit. It is also believed that in the near future the results of the instruction given
by officers of this Department at the Training School will be apparent.
Pistol Qualifications.
Pistol qualifications also show that more men have qualified. Reports from
18 organizations (16 in 1927) having 4,575 men (4,169 in 1927) who were required
to fire, show that 5.7%, (4.7% in 1927) qualified as expert, 6.7% (7.2%, in 1927)
as sharpshooter, 21.9% (17.0% in 1927) as marksman, 13.6%, (15.8% in 1927)
fired and failed, and 52.6% (54.8% in 1927) did not complete the course.
Machine Gun Qualifications.
Owing to the fact that more ammunition was available last year, more men
were able to practice and many new men qualified. Reports from four organiza-
tions (5 in 1927) having 602 men (618 in 1927) required to fire, show that 5.4%
(6.7% in 1927) qualified as expert, 17.4% (11.1% in 1927) as 1st class gunners,
32.3% (15.2%o in 1927) as 2nd class gunners and 14.7% (14.8% in 1927) fired and
failed, while 29.7% (51.2% in 1927) did not fire. This showing augurs well for the
future.
Automatic Rifle Qualifications.
Owing to the difficulty which inexperienced men have in controlling the disper-
sion of fire from Automatic Rifles, it has been inadvisable to fire this weapon on
many of our ranges, and no qualifications with it have yet been reported.
Organization Outdoor Rifle Competitions.
A prize cup was offered to the winner of a rifle competition to be held within each
regiment or separate organization (A. G. O. circular No. 22 dated June 20, 1929).
The conditions of each match were prescribed by the organization commanding
officer. The units winning this competition were as follows
:
101st Infantry
.
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Teams of the United States Marine Corps, United States Navy and United States
Coast Guard. The performance of the various members of our squad and of the
team itself is shown below, each place mentioned representing the position of tliat
competitor among National Guardsmen or New England competitors, except
where otherwise specified
:
Ratigan: 200 slow— Bassinor, 1st. (Lovejoy was disqualified as he had won cups
in certain other matches.)
Niedner: 200 rapid— Brock, 1st.
Edwards: 300 rapid— Cheever, 1st.
M. 0. W. W.: 300 rapid, 600 slow— Lovejoy, 1st.
Eldridge: 1000 slow — Tourtlott, 1st.
Dolbeare: 600 slow — Cummings, 1st.
McLane: 300 slow — Wilson, 2nd.
Quimby : 600 slow— Tourtlott, 3rd.
Essex County: 200 rapid — Curran, 2nd; Copley, 3rd; Mitchell, 6th.
Phelan: 200 and 300 rapid— Brock, 1st.
Colgan: 300 slow— Mitchell, 1st; Copley, 2nd; Cheever, 5th; Dunleavy, 6th.
Hamhn: 500 rapid— Wilson, 1st.
Estimating Distance: Reinert, 2nd of all comers.
Coast Artillery Aggregate: Wilson, 1st, 3rd in all; Whittemore, 4th in all.
Hayden: 200, 300, 600, 1,000— 4th team (and beating two service teams and three
civilian teams in training for the National Matches).
A. & H. A.: Two-man teams, 300, 600 slow— Wilson and Bassinor, 2nd; MitclicU
and Cummings, 3rd; Cheever and Copley, 5th.
The State Rifle Team which left for Camp Perry, Ohio, on August 25, 1929,
was made up as follows
:
Team Captain — I^t. Col. Charles C. Stanchfield, Ord. Dept.
Team Coach — Capt. Harry R. Marshall, Ord. Dept.
Range Officer— Capt. George D. Crowell, Co. D, 182nd Inf.
Team Quartermaster— Capt. Wallace L. Darling, Mass. N. G. Res.
Principals— Capt. Harvey W. Wilson, 372nd Inf.
1st Lt. Carl. I. Cheever, 182nd Inf.
1st Lt. Joseph C. Reinert, 182nd Inf.
1st Lt. James T. Tourtlott, 182nd Inf.
1st Lt. Herbert H. P. Whittemore, 101st Inf.
2nd Lt. Elmer E. Mitchell, 182nd Inf.
Mr. Sgt. Thomas E. Dunleavy, Serv. Co., 101st Inf.
1st Sgt. Alton F. Curran, How. Co., 182nd Inf.
Corp. Ben L. Bassinor, Troop A, UOth Cav.
1st Sgt. Arthur Cummings, Co. D, 182nd Inf.
Alternates— 1st Lt. Walter S. Brock, lS2nd Inf.
Corp. James E. Copley, Battery B, 241st C. A.
Extras — Sgt. John A. Rilovich, Co. B, 101st Inf.
Pvt. Kenneth W. Lovejoy, Co. D, 181st Inf.
Lt. Purdue, U. S. A., was assigned as instructor to the Massachusetts National
Guard and Civilian Teams.
National Rifle Association Matches.
These matches were shot during the second week at Camp Perry (Sept. 2-7).
The winners were grouped into three classes, regular service. National Guardsmen,
and Civilians. A certain number, approximately ten, of the high competitors of
all classes were awarded badges, and in addition, cash prizes were given to the
high 20% of the competitors in each group. Members of the Massachusetts
National Guard Team won the following medals and badges against all comers:
United Services Match: Bassinor, bronze badge.
Presidents Match: Bassinor 17th, badge; Lovejoy 95th, badge.
Rapid Fire Championship: Reinert 5th, bronze medal.
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N. R. A. Grand Aggregate: Whittemore 19th, bronze badge; Mitchell 63rd, bronze
badge; Reinert 83rd, bronze badge.
Wright Memorial: Reinert 4th, bronze medal.
And won places in the National Guard Class as follows:
Leech Cup Match: Whittemore 11th, Wilson 35th, Curran 40th, Brock 93rd, Dun-
leavy 94th.
Rapid Fire Championship: Reinert 2nd, Cheever 7th, Bassinor 17th, Mitchell 34th,
Copley 60th.
Wimbledon Cup: Reinert 23rd, Whittemore 33rd, Mitchell 35th, Tourtlott, 45th,
Copley 52nd, Bassinor 81st, Cheever, 89th.
N. R. A. Members Match: Whittemore 6th, Cheever 52nd, Mitchell 64th, Rein-
ert 93rd.
Wright Memorial Match: Reinert 2nd, Tourtlott 7th, Dunleavy 14th, Curran 21st,
Rilovich 45th, Brock 49th.
Navy Match: Lovejoy 7th, Bassinor 19th, Copley 30th, Mitchell 48th, Curran
49th, Whittemore 57th.
N.R. A. 600 Yards, Any Rifle: Cheever 33rd.
Marine Corps Cup Match: Mitchell 30th, Whittemore 36th, Dunleavy 52nd, Wil-
son 68th.
Scott Match: Cheever 10th, Whittemore 33rd, Copley 50th, Mitchell 51st, Lovejoy
53rd.
Presidents Match: Bassinor 4th, Lovejoy 21st, Reinert 24th, Mitchell 26th, Cum-
mings 42nd, Whittemore 64th,. Cheever 67th, Tourtlott 97th.
The Crowell Match: Whittemore 12th, Wilson 18th, Reinert 39th, Tourtlott 44th,
Dunleavy 45th, Mitchell 82nd, Bassinor 87th.
Individual Palma Match: Tourtlott 6th, Dunleavy 7th, Reinert 14th, Cheever, 29th,
Whittemore 30th.
600 Yards— Two Men Team: Cheever and Copley 19th, Cummings and Mitchell
22nd.
The Team placed in the team matches as follows
:
A. E. F. Roumanian Team Match: Mass. Team 6th place.
Enlisted Men's Team Match: Mass. Team 7th place.
Herrick Trophy Match: Mass. Team 6th place.
National Matches.
The National Rifle and Pistol Matches were fired during the third week of the
matches (September 9 to 14). The National Match rules provide that at least
a certain per cent of the shooting members of a team shall be men who have never
before shot as members of any National Match rifle team. These percentages vary
from year to year, but usually operate more strictly against service teams and
those finishing in classes A, B, and C. Although this tends to distribute the experi-
ence of National Match shooting over a greater number of men, and makes the
leading teams more evenly balanced, it greatly increases the difficulty of turning
out a winning team in consecutive years. Members of the National Guard Team
won the following trophy, medals, and badges against all comers.
National Individual Pistol Match: Darling 71st, bronze medal.
National Team Match: The team finished sixth among all teams being in Class A,
beating all teams except five of the six Service Teams, thereby winning the
Hilton Trophy, emblematic of the championship of all National Guard and Civil-
ian Rifle Teams. The ten firing members each received an Infantry medal,
and the ten firing members, two alternates, captain and coach, each received a
Class A badge.
Members of the team therefore won the Hilton Trophy and 33 medals or badges,
while individuals placed in the National Guard Class 63 times, and the team placed
five times.
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The detailed score of the team was as follows:
Bassinor, B. L,
Wilson, H. W. .
Tourtlott, J. A.
Whittemore, H. H. P
MitcheU, E. E.
Gumming, A. .
Cheever, C. I. .
Copley, J. E. .
Dunleavy, T. E.
Reinert, J. C. .
21
Total
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R. Carey, 57 Main St., Middleboro, Mass.
J. S. Hoffman, 27 Lexington Ave., Somerville, Mass.
E. H. Harnois, Wyoma Sq., Lynn, Mass.
W. F. Ruggles, 153 Garland St., Everett, Mass.
In the National Rifle Association Matches members of the Massachusetts Civilian
Team won the following trophies, medals and badges, against all comers:
Wright Memorial— Miner 10th, bronze medal.
Individual Civilian Club— Harnois 5th, bronze medal.
Port Clinton Trophy— Mass. Civilian Team 2nd, 6 bronze medals.
Infantry — Mass. Civilian Team 1st, the trophy and 9 medals.
And won places in the Civilian Class as follows:
Leech Cup: Gould 21st, Miner 30th, Norcross 56th.
N. R. A. Rapid Fire Championship: Gould 11th, Carey 13th, Miner 44th, Part-
ridge 110th.
Wimbledon Cup: Harnois 23rd, Miner 27th, Enstrom 93rd.
Members: Partridge 103rd, Cutting 108th.
Wright Memorial: Miner 2nd, Cutting 22nd, Harnois 36th, Carey 41st, Nor-
cross 54th.
Navy: Miner 12th, Enstrom, 47th, Gould 74th, Hoffman 93rd.
Marine Corps Cup: Enstrom 19th.
Scott: Partridge 7th, Harnois 26th.
Individual Civilian Clidj: Harnois 5th, Partridge 24th, Enstrom 46th, Norcross
53rd, Miner 59th.
Chemical Warfare: Miner 13th.
Presidents: Ruggles 26th, Gould 55th, Lundquist 57th, Harnois 62nd, Miner 94th,
Bastey 117th.
Crowell: Enstrom 8th, Miner 14th, Harnois 45th, Hoffman 56th.
Any Rifle Championship: Harnois 6th, Miner 14th.
Port Clinton Trophy: Mass. Civilian Team 2nd.
Infantry: Mass. Civilian Team 1st— The Infantry Trophy and a badge to each
of the 9 members of the team.
National Matches.
In the National Matches, members of the Mass. Civilian Team won the following
medals and badges against all comers
:
Natimial Individual Pistol Match: Bastey 25th, silver badge.
National Rifle Team Match: Mass. Civilian Team 12th, being in Class A, and 2nd
Civilian team winning 14 Class A medals and 10 Infantry medals.
And in addition the following qualification badges:
National Individual Pistol Match: Bastey 5th, badge; Enstrom 7th, badge; Part-
ridge 35th, badge; Carey 59th, badge.
National 17idividual Rifle Match: Clapp 30th, badge; Miner 80th, badge; Enstrom
82nd, badge; Norcross 97th, badge; Partridge 99th, badge; Ruggles 106th,
badge; Harnois 109th, badge; Hoffman 153rd, badge; Gould 165th, badge;
Carey 220th, badge; Lundquist 288th, badge; Harvey 334th, badge.
Members of the team therefore won one trophy, 42 medals and badges, 16 qual-
ification medals and 42 places in individual matches and three places in team
matches.
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The war-time ammunition which is still being issued, is fast deteriorating. Many
lots of cal. .30 ammunition issued as of rifle grade, have within the year of issue,
been reserved for machine gun use only. This necessitates a redistribution, extra
truckage and above all, a shortage of ammunition for rifle use. Steps have been
taken which, it is hoped, will remedy this condition.
Inspection of Outdoor Ranges.
The range at Clinton has finally been put in satisfactory condition and is open
for use; improvements have been made at Holyoke, and recommended at Attle-
boro; range sites at Greenfield have been approved; the type of construction of
butts and firing points has been recommended at North Adams, and the Saxon-
ville range in Framingham has been closed.
Inspection of N. R. A. Rifle Clubs.
Increasing interest in civilian rifle shooting is shown by a marked increase in
the number of applications for affiliation. The following rifle clubs were inspected
and in most cases their affiliation with the National Rifle Association was recom-
mended.
Senior Rifle Clubs.
Attleboro Civilian Rifle and Revolver Club, Attleboro.
Boston College Rifle Club.
Troop 2 Rifle Club, Reading.
Coast Guard Cutter "Tampa" Rifle Club.
Readville Railroad Rifle Club.
Reading Post 62 A. L. Rifle Club.
Army and Navy Club of Boston.
Beverly Q. M. Reserve Rifle Club.
Beverly Rifle and Revolver Club.
Weymouth Sportsman's Club.
Swampscott V. F. W. Rifle Club.
Men's Forum Rifle Club, Hanover.
WoUaston Rand Rifle Club.
Melrose Rifle and Revolver Club.
Haverhill Post 4, A. L. Rifle Association.
Junior Rifle Clvhs.
Braintree High School Rifle Club.
Longmeadow Junior High School Rifle Club.
Daniel Boone Junior Rifle Club, Marblehead.
St. Johns Episcopal Rifle Club, Winthrop.
Longmeadow Country Day School Rifle Club.
Williamstown Boj^s' Club.
Hamilton High School Rifle Club, South Hamilton.
The year 1929 has been marked by increased activity in nearly all the functions
of the Ordnance Department, including especially increased interest in small arms
practice, improvement in qualification firing and particularly by the excellent
results achieved at the National Matches.
Respectfully submitted,
C. C. STANCHFIELD,
Lt. Col., Ordnance, Mass. N. G., State Ordnance Officer.
December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PROPERTY AND DISBURSING
OFFICER FOR MASSACHUSETTS.
To The Adjutant General:
The annual report of the United States Property and Disbursing Officer for
Massachusetts for the fiscal year ending November 30, 1929, is submitted.
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General Remarks.
During the year just past the work of the office has been carried on by a smooth
working system that has resulted in more assistance and service being rendered
than has hitherto been possible.
However, the lack of sufficient clerical help is still felt. There are now only four
permanent civil service appointees, one temporary, and three special duty details.
Each year a temporary clerk is assigned for about six months, thereby requiring
the time of another clerk for about a month to acquaint her with the details of the
work. Efforts have been made to have two of the men transferred from special
duty to civil service status. For the past five years the personnel of the office has
not been increased although the work and duties required have been considerably.
The War Department is constantly shifting work from the offices in Washington
to the various states. More reports, additional papers of all descriptions, and
detailed information are being required constantly. Numerous requests for addi-
tional clerks have been made.
All officers experiencing difficulties and problems incident to the functions of
this office, will at any time be furnished information, explanations, or assistance of
any kind possible upon application. Many officers are aware of this and have taken
advantage by personal or telephone calls. It is believed, however, that a large
number of men believe this to be only an accounting office and worry along with
their problems or apply for assistance where definite and accurate information
cannot be given. All questions pertaining to federal property and the accounting
of it, or to the expenditure of federal funds can be promptly and satisfactorily settled
by this office.
The following expenditures were made to cover office expenses
:
Clerical expenses ....
Subsistence
4,998 00
7,562 68
2,854 72
5,445 69
247 20
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Requisitions.
During the year 2,480 requisitions were forwarded through this office. Federal
regulations require separate requisitions for sub-classes of property of the different
branches. The average number of requisitions per unit has been reduced to twelve.
The requisitions from this office are abstracted at the Corps Area Headquarters to
practically every post and station in New England, so that all surplus quarter-
master articles can be issued. This causes additional work for the receiving officer
as at times four or five shipments are received of material asked for on one requisi-
tion.
Many complaints have been received on the condition of property received from
various depots on the last requisitions. In accordance with orders of the Secretary
of War "all surplus property that is serviceable although of obsolescent and non-
standard stocks that have accumulated as a result of the war-time purchases must
be utilized. Where the exact article required is not in stock, substitution of serv-
iceable articles on hand will be made provided the substituted articles can be used
for the purpose required. The issuing officer will be the judge in each case and will
be responsible that the articles issued are in serviceable condition." It is quite
evident that the issuing and receiving officers do not, in a number of cases, agree
as to the serviceability of the property.
Prior to the next requisitioning period it is anticipated to instruct all company
commanders to familiarize themselves with tables of equipment and request for all
authorized articles that they have not as yet received.
Shipments of Property.
There have been 3,919 shipping tickets received for property issued to the State
during the year. The method of all copies of shipping tickets being sent to this
office instead of direct to unit commanders has proved entirely satisfactory, as it
gives this office an accurate check of all transactions, and enables the depots to
receive receipts for all shipments of property from the State Arsenal to units.
Also a quantity of surplus and salvage property has been transferred from units to
the State Arsenal.
Property Accounting.
While complete records are maintained here, it is regretted that lack of clerical
help makes it impossible for every responsible officer to get a new memorandum
receipt regularly each year. However, the system followed is such that the ac-
counts are followed through in order so that each officer is given his account as
nearly within a year as possible. Much progress has been made by itemizing in
detail all parts of sets, equipment, etc., and listing numbers of rifles, field glasses,
etc., so that each officer will know exactly what he is charged with.
Reports op Survey— Inventory and Inspection Reports— Reports of
Property Lost, Damaged or Destroyed.
New and more complete National Guard regulations have been issued governing
the use of these forms. It is believed these regulations will expedite more promptly
the adjustment of property matters that have been delayed in the past owing to
the method of handling. The use of the new forms will settle credit matters
promptly and protect both the officer and the government.
New Credit Vouchers.
Two new methods of adjusting minor discrepancies on property accounts have
been authorized by the Militia Bureau.
A "Certificate of limited amount of losses" allows an officer to drop property
amounting in money value to the equivalent of thirty cents per man for the total
number of men in his unit on July 1 of each year. A general statement of condi-
tions incident to the loss must be placed on the form.
Another credit voucher, now used, that saves considerable time, and paper work,
is a supporting form to an Over, Short and Damaged report when the value of
property does not exceed $10.00. There are two different forms used in this
instance, one when value does not amount to $3.00 and the other when value is
from $3.00 to $10.00. If a property shipment is received short an Over, Short
and Damaged report is accomplished as usual, if the value exceeds $3.00. If, how-
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ever, it is disapproved and the value of property involved does not exceed $10.00
forms as noted are used and responsible officer is given credit for property in con-
troversy.
Transfers of Property.
In January, 1929, a change in the system of transferring property account-
ability from a responsible officer to his successor was made. Detailed instructions
are given in Circular No. A-3, A. G. O., Mass., Jan. 21, 1929, a copy of which is
furnished at the time of transfer to all interested parties. A great improvement
over the old system has been noted. Officers, however, should not sign any papers
until they are thoroughly acquainted with the situation. Many officers put their
signature on papers without knowing exactly what they are signing for and at
future dates claim that as an excu.se for shortages that appear.
Immediate action should be taken to adjust all discrepancies noted on transfers,
as a long pending unadjusted account becomes confusing and very difficult to finally
settle.
Forty-one transfers of property occurred during the past year.
State Arsenal.
The number of shipments from units into the State Arsenal has decreased but
the number going out from the storehouse has increased considerably. All ship-
ments are checked and credit papers completed much more rapidly now. Officers
should be careful to see that property turned in is complete, new, or reissuable
according to the class of the items.
Conclusion.
National Guard regulations and all circulars, orders, etc., that control the func-
tions of the National Guard are carefully considered and drawn up. It is believed
that the system as outlined offers the best protection for all concerned and proper
compliance therewith cannot help but produce the best results. Officers are in
many cases very lax in complying with regulations and then find themselves in
difficulties. Strict adherence to rules as laid down, while a little exacting, will
prove more beneficial in the end.
The office system is now functioning properly and effectively but constant
efforts are being made to further improve conditions and service.
F. J. KILLILEA,
Lt. Col, U. S. P. and D. Officer, Mass.
December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF THE TRAINING SCHOOL, MASSACHUSETTS NATIONAL
GUARD.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The Training School graduated its first class of 25 Cadets, June 8, 1929.
The original class started with 51 Cadets.
2. The present senior class is 47; the present junior class, 65.
3. The school specialized on three branches: Character building, physical
training, basic military education.
Much time was spent in the practical development of the Cadets.
4. In the Military Training we have specialized on: Military maps, military
correspondence, training in engineering, the art of giving commands, military
courtesy, field service regulations, systems of communications, small arms firing
regulations, military intelligence, company administration, close order drill from
the school of the soldier through the school of the company.
5. The school is divided into a provisional battalion of three companies; and all
officers and non-commissioned officers are selected from the senior class. Every
opportunity is given the Cadets to exercise command.
WILLIAM D. COTTAM,
Major 241st C. A. (H. D.), Commandant.
December 31, 1929.
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REPORT OF THE COMMUNICATIONS SCHOOL
To The Adjutant General:
Autliorizaiion: The Communications School, Massachusetts National Guard,
was authorized by S. 0. No. 221, A. G. 0., Mass., dated Dec. 6, 1928. The
course prescribed three sessions of twenty-four hours' duration, one each month
during January, February and March, respectively. This phase of the course
differed from the Communications School of 1927-1928, as that of the last-men-
tioned was of four session duration. The assembly was held at Commonwealth
Armory similar to the previous school.
Pur-pose: The purpose of the school was to instruct chosen men from all organiza-
tions that are responsible for communication, installation, maintenance, and
operation in a standard method of installing, maintaining and operating communi-
cation equipment. It is a well-known fact that different instructors make varied
interpretations of training data and in the past this has been the cause of much
confusion. With one standard method in use all through the State it has been found
that the confusion has been greatly reduced. This has been plainly visible in
organizations during the recent Tactical Inspections throughout the 26th Division.
The value of this school can be appreciated by the increase of efficiency of the
various communication systems.
Curriculum: The instruction covered all phases of wire communication, and
radio and message centers. Auxiliary types, such as panels, pigeons and pyro-
technics were also included. The course used was one which was decided upon by
a conference of representatives of the Signal Office, First Corps Area, and the Divi-
sion Signal Office of the 26th Division, Massachusetts National Guard.
School Personnel: The personnel of this portion of the organization was specified
by S. 0. No. 221, A. G. 0., Mass., dated Dec. 6, 1928, and this body served very
satisfactorily throughout the entire course, without any change.
Student Personnel: The student personnel consisted of two especially adapted
men from each organization of the Massachusetts National Guard that had com-
munications personnel authorized bj^ the Tables of Organization. In addition to
this, the Rhode Island National Guard requested and was granted permission to
send two men from the Headquarters Battery and Combat Train, 103rd Field Artil-
lery, and eight men from the 43rd Signal Company.
Attendance and Conduct: The attendance was very good, especially when it is
considered that some of the students were forced to travel very near two hundred
miles in order to attend. A few cases of tardiness were noticed at the first session
but thereafter all were very punctual.
The student personnel were of an exceptionally high mental type, and military
courtesy and discipline were very commendable. When the students were not
under actual instruction they were commanded by cadet officers picked from the
class. These officers carried out their assigned duties so well that they were indi-
vidually commended by the commandant.
Method of Instruction: The instruction was by necessity (due to a shorter course
than the previous year) of a highly intensive nature. Demonstration was used
to the fullest possible degree, thereby leaving no possibility of a misunderstanding
due to inability to picture mentally the situation being talked on. During lectures
and demonstrations the student body was subdivided into groups of about six men
who were assigned to assistant instructors. These assistant instructors were
chosen non-commissioned officers and specialists from the 26th Signal Company
who were well versed and capable of performing such a duty very well. This
system provided a very close contact being made— in fact gave each student the
benefit of almost individual instruction.
Messing: A departure from the procedure of the 1927-1928 school was made in
this respect. Arrangements were made with a local caterer to handle this matter
and it was found to be far superior to the method used previously. It also greatly
simplified the work of the supply officer. It was the opinion of the officers that the
manner of serving the food and the fact that the students were treated more like
guests than soldiers put them in a far more receptive mood than the messing
methods used at previous schools. This phase was also handled very economically.
Dormitories: The arrangements for the students' sleeping quarters were handled
the same as at previous schools. At the close of the last study period on Saturday
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night the students were marched to the school supply room, issued cots and blank-
ets and marched to their quarters. On Sunday morning, the cots and blankets
were folded and the men were again marched to the supply room and returned the
property issued to them. This was ^i very efficient method and it is doubtful if it
could be improved upon.
Features: (not noted on schedule). The first session of the school was opened
by Lt. Col. Davis S. Boyden, Mass. N. G., Commandant of the school, who spoke
briefly on the school purpose. Capt. John P. Ferriter, S. C, (DOL) U. S. A., also
spoke briefly on the objectives to be attained. The school was then addressed by
Major Van Horn, Signal Officer, First Corps Area, who spoke on the importance
of military communications. The talk was intensely interesting and had a very
fine effect on the students.
The February session was addressed by Capt. John C. Piatt, S. C, U. S. A., on
military communications.
The March session was honored by a talk from Lt. Col. Wm. J. Blake, Mass.
N. G., on the value of communications when used to speedily gather intelligence
data. This session also witnessed several reels of motion pictures of an instruc-
tional nature on the theory, construction, and development of commercial tele-
phony, through the courtesy of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany.
Closing Exercises: The closing of the school was marked by a very impressive
affair. The student and instructor personnel were formed in separate platoons
and were presented to Maj. Gen. Alfred F. Foote, Mass. N. G. After the usual
honors were rendered, the General complimented all present on the part they had
performed. The General then spoke very impressively on the value of communica-
tions in combat, relating several of his own experiences. At the conclusion of the
talk, General Foote awarded certificates to all students that had attended the full
course.
FRANK G. PRATT,
1st Lieut., S. C, Mass. N. G., Adjutant.
DAVIS S. BOYDEN,
December 31, 1929. Lt. Col., Mass. N. G., Commandant.
REPORT OF THE ARMORY COMMISSIONERS.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The Armory Commissioners made the usual visits during the year to the
various military properties of the Commonwealth.
2. The budget of 1929 appropriated $140,000 for the construction of a one-com-
pany armory. This new armory is being built in Norwood on a plot of land pre-
viously obtained for armory purposes. Work was begun on July 1, 1929, and it is
expected the armory will be completed about January 15, 1930.
3. The construction of the Norwood Armory leaves four units still unhoused in
adequate buildings. These units are: K. Co., 104th Inf., North Adams; H Co.
104th Inf., Westfield; Hdqrs., 3rd Battalion, 182nd Inf., Melrose; 26th Air
Service.
GEORGE HOWLAND COX,
Secretary.
December 31, 1929.
REPORTS OF FIELD TRAINING.
26th Division.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In compliance with paragraph 1-j, S. O. No. 122, A. G. 0., Mass., 1929,
the following report of field training for the 26th Division, Massachusetts National
Guards, is hereby submitted.
2. The Division, less the 102nd Field Artillery and 26th Division Aviation, per-
formed its annual tour of field training at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., from July
6th to 20th, 1929, inclusive. The movement to camp was by rail, it being impossi-
ble to move the Division to camp by bus as has been the custom for the past two
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years. This movement into camp and return was made with the minimum of fric-
tion, and with an entire absence of accidents of any sort.
3. From the standpoint of field training and the development of efficiency, it is
not too much to say that the tour of duty just completed was the most successful
that has been held heretofore. Programs and schedules were adhered to very
closely, and the maximum of training was accomplished by the troops of the Divi-
sion.
4. Too much cannot be said for the morale and discipline throughout the Divi-
sion. To that end, the following letter from Gen. Charles P. Summerall, Chief of
Staff, U. S. A., covers the matter thoroughly:
War Department,
Office of the Chief of Staff,
Washington, D. C, July 26, 1929.
My Dear General Foote:
I am availing myself of the first opportunity to express to you my appreciation
of the many courtesies extended to me by you and the members of your Staff on
the occasion of my visit to Camp Devens on July 18.
I desire especially to commend the 26th Division for the soldierly deportment,
the evidences of discipline and morale, and the excellent review that was presented
in honor of my visit.
It is a pleasure to witness the high standards which you have developed and
maintained, and I wish to congratulate you upon the command which you so
worthily and efficiently exercise.
With the assurances of my high regards, I am
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) C. P. Summerall,
General, Chief of Staff.
Major General Alfred F. Foote,
Commanding, 26th Division,
Boston, Massachusetts.
By command of Major General Foote :
SYDNEY H. CLIFFE,
Colonel, Infantry, Mass. N. G., Chief of Staff.
Special Troops.
To The Adjutant General:
1. Pursuant to G. 0. 1, A. G. 0., Mass., 1929, the following is a report on the
tour of duty of this organization from July 6 to July 20, 1929.
a. The units of Special Troops proceeded to Camp Devens by street car and
trains of the Boston and Maine Railroad, except Headquarters Company, 26th
Division, which left by bus on advance detail July 4. Headquarters Company
and extra men on advance details had prepared quarters and policed areas thor-
oughly. All units were assembled in camp by 11.15 a.m., July 6. Troops were
established and details functioning at 1.30 p.m. The total strength of Special
Troops was 14 officers and 244 enlisted men. The general health of all concerned
during the entire camp was very good and there were no major cases of sickness or
accident. The Sanitary Regulations published by the Division Commander were
generally carried out. The discipline of units was excellent during the entire en-
campment, slight infractions being met by company punishment. The personnel
esprit was very good and in this connection reference is made to the recommenda-
tion herein contained as to completing the organization of Special Troops, the
lack of existence of these units having resulted in increasing the duties of the Head-
quarters Company with a corresponding effect on the morale of the men. Company
and Headquarters administration was very well carried out by personnel charged
therewith. The clerks of the several units were all trained in their administrative
duties.
b. It is recommended the Division Headquarters Detachment be quartered
with Division Headquarters Company at the next tour of duty. It is believed
that this will be for the best interests as regarding morale and discipline.
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c. It is again recommended that the remaining units of Special Troops, as yet
unorganized, be authorized and organization completed during the coming winter,
especially with respect to the Military PoHce Company. It is believed that the
detaihng of men from the different companies is detrimental to the morale of these
units. A great deal of Military Police work is necessary during the tour of duty,
especially on Visitor's Day, when many thousands of persons and vehicles pass
through the camp; also on days on which Division reviews are held and during the
boxing matches. This duty was performed by the 26th Tank Company but it is
felt that it is unfair to this company to have to perform two duties during the tour
of duty. The necessity for a Medical Detachment is obvious. This organization
depends on the Medical Regiment both for health and sanitation. It is believed
that with the number of men in this Battalion, better and more extensive medical
service is required. In the event of the Division going into active service the medi-
cal attention which this Battalion would obtain would be haphazard, as the Bat-
tahon would probably be spread over a wide area and have to depend on the near-
est unit for any medical attention required.
d. The Test Mobilization held on July 13, 1929, was efficiently carried out, indi-
cating a knowledge of the duties required.
2. Training, a. The undersigned is not required to report on the training of the
26th Signal Co. and the 26th Tank Co.
b. The Division Headquarters Company had very little opportunity for unit
training because of the numerous duties required by Division Headquarters. This
is one of the reasons for the need of additional units, to build up this battaHon
so that the number of details from this company will be lessened.
c. The personnel of Division Headquarters Detachment were engaged in their
normal duties but as before stated should be quartered with Division Headquarters
Company. Their work is principally administrative and extensive unit training is
not required so that these units should be able to help each other in their normal
functions.
3. Breaking Camp. Breaking camp and return to home stations was well carried
out, the return being made by trains over the Boston and Maine Railroad to Bos-
ton and by street car to armories.
ROLAND H. CHOATE,
Maj., Inf., Mass. N. G., Commanding.
Fifty-First Brigade.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In accordance with paragraph 1-j, S. O. 122, A. G, 0., Mass., June 15, 1929,
the following report on the field training of the 51st Brigade, Mass. N. G., at Camp
Devens, Mass., July 6 to 20, 1929, is herewith submitted.
2. In accordance with programs of the 26th Division and the 51st Brigade the
training of the Regiments was left entirely in the hands of the Regimental Com-
manders following very closely the system of training started at the annual tour
of duty in 1928. The Brigade functioned as a whole only in Divisional and Brigade
reviews. The Brigade Commander is more convinced than ever after the second
trial of this system that the junior officers and enUsted men received more genuine
instruction in this manner than they could possibly have received in any lengthy
series of Brigade or Divisional manoeuvers.
3. The schedules of training prepared by the Regimental commanders of this
Brigade were very thorough and very closely followed the program laid down by
these headquarters. Furthermore, these schedules were very closely carried out
as laid down and the Brigade Commander wishes at this time to commend both
Regimental Commanders for the manner in which they conducted the training of
their regiments.
4. In accordance with the program of the 26th Division and the program of these
headquarters, a very determined effort was made to consoUdate the Brigade into
a well knit and smoothly run combat machine. Three methods were adopted to
accompUsh this result.
a. The work of the various units was closely observed daily, by the Brigade
Commander and his staff. Notes were made for future use in preparing training
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programs and suggestions were given to unit commanders where the same were
thought necessary.
b. The communications personnel of the entire Brigade was consolidated and
their work synchronized for uniformity. A very comprehensive training sched-
ule was carried out with these units to the benefit not only of the communica-
tions personnel themselves but to the entire Brigade. It is felt that if this
system of training the communications personnel is conscientiously carried out
for the next two or three, years, there will be little doubt but what this Brigade
could take the field and be reasonably assured that communications within the
Brigade would function as they should.
c. On eight afternoons, schools were conducted by the Brigade Commander
for all the Field and Staff officers of this Brigade. These schools were not con-
ducted indoors but consisted of terrain exercises, troop leading problems, and
a command post exercise conducted on the terrain. The highest possible bene--
fit was derived by all from these exercises. It is believed that this is the first time
that a command post exercise in the field has been attempted by any organiza-
tion of the Massachusetts National Guard. It is the desire of the Brigade
Commander to have more of these command post exercises next year as he is
satisfied that this is the best possible way in which to train the Field and Staff
officers in "Staff Procedure," one of the most vital phases if not the most vital
phase of field training. These schools were held in the afternoon in order that
for one year more the field and staff officers of the regiments might be present
with their units to observe and direct in proper channels the training being done
therein during the morning hours.
5. The preparation of the problems used in the terrain exercises mentioned in
the preceding paragraph entailed a vast amount of extra work during the armory
training period and the Brigade Commander wishes to take this opportunity of
thanking the members of his staff and Maj. A. S. Boyd, Inf. (DOL), for the effort
and time which they devoted to this work.
6. The Brigade Commander thoroughly believes that this was the best tour
of duty ever held by the 26th Division. Both officers and men were more con-
scientious in their work and the results obtained were very gratifying indeed. This
gratifying showing was due in a large measure to the fact that officers of all grades
and non-commissioned officers have year by year been getting more experience
through greater length of service and because of the fact that the errors made one
year have been remembered and corrected in the following year and the result
attained is a culmination of all our efforts since the reorganization of the Massa-
chusetts National Guard. It is felt that this improvement should continue through-
out the coming years as the personnel of the Division, both commissioned and en-
listed, is in the vast majority of cases of a very high order.
7. It should be remembered by all concerned that the annual field training period
is not one in which to expect a finished performance but that this period is a school
of instruction for field training in subjects that cannot be thoroughly instructed in
during the armory period and that it is a time when new ideas for combat, caused
by the introduction of new weapons of warfare, are demonstrated and taught.
8. Attention is called to the fact that some of the quarters at Camp Devens
occupied by the 26th Division have been occupied from time to time by other
troops after the Division left camp. The Division has left their quarters in per-
fect condition and must under orders get a clearance before leaving camp. On
returning the following year we find quarters in a damaged and dirty condition
caused by the occupancy of these other troops. Alterations have been made in
the barracks and permanent improvements, put in by our troops at personal or
organizational expense, have been removed or altered. It is felt that some steps
should be taken by the State to prevent the continuation of the above situation.
9. The Brigade Commander wishes to repeat the comment made in his 1928
report on the quarters at Camp Devens for the Brigade Commanders and their
staffs. The quarters provided for this Brigade were entirely unsuitable both as
to quality and to location. The Brigade Commander had no privacy or quiet
and his quarters were entirely lacking in the dignity and appointments which should
of necessity and right belong to the quarters of a General Officer. It is further
believed that when and if suitable quarters are provided for the General Officers of
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the Massachusetts National Guard they should be located at a point somewhat
remote from the quarters of the enlisted personnel and it is further beUeved that a
location closely adjoining the new recreational center is not desirable as there is
altogether too much noise and confusion in this area and of necessity too many
enlisted men. It is further believed that these quarters, when errected, should be
similar in nature and of a character at least equal to that which was constructed
this year for occupancy of the State staff. The Brigade Commander does not
make this statement for any personal benefit to himself but he feels that any man
who has spent practically his entire lifetime in the Guard, given of his best effort
and freely of his time and then has finally been selected to occupy practically the
highest rank in the military service of the State is entitled to occupy quarters com-
mensurate with the dignity of his office. This is a fact which is recognized and
supported in all military forces wherever located.
10. The Brigade Commander wishes to thank the Division Commander and
his staff and the Adjutant General and the State staff for the many courtesies
and kindnesses shown him before and during this tour of duty and recommends
a similar tour of duty for 1930.
ALBERT C. GRAY,
Brig. Gen., Mass. N. G.
One Hundred and First Regiment of Infantry.
To The Adjutant General:
1. Field Training Program, as approved for this regiment, was carried out with
a few changes. More time than was scheduled had to be given to Close Order
driU on account of reviews. Field exercises scheduled, an overnight march with
camp and a war strength battalion in defense, had to be eliminated on account of
time. The extra time necessary to clean equipment after these exercises so that
regiment would make a showing at reviews would have taken time from the regular
schedule so they had to be given up. Rations were sufficient and properly handled;
a few complaints were immediately corrected. Military courtesy and discipline
were better than past years though not yet up to the standard. As usual rifle
marksmanship had its troubles. Out of one day and a half allotted on the range
four hours were lost because the United States Officer in charge did not have the
range ready at the specified time. The allotment of 150 rds. per weapon in the
Howitzer company must be increased to at least 600 if men are to have the op-
portunity to qualify, as Devens is the only place that this can be done. The
animals assigned to the regiment were poor, two of them could only be ridden by
very experienced riders; two more were injured so that they could not be used at
all; so that but six officers were mounted and received training in equitation. Bri-
gade and Division cooperated with the regiment in so far as they were able.
2. The most important part of the infantry soldiers' training, rifle marksmanship
while given a great deal of attention at the Armory is not carried out as it should be.
The best place to put this over is during the Field Training period, but the use of
the rifle range for the Artillery prohibits the Infantry from getting as much train-
ing as it needs. I would recommend that if possible, an Infantry regiment be al-
lowed to perform at least one camp out of three with one week's range work at
Wakefield, then simulate field conditions by a march to Devens and then by rail
to its home station. Both officers and men are getting fed up with Camp Devens
and I feel that this is one reason recruiting has slowed up and we are unable to get
reenlistments.
ARTHUR W. DESMOND,
Colonel, 101st Inf., Mass. N. G.
One Hundred and Eighty-second Infantry.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In accordance with paragraph 1-j, S. 0. No. 122, A. G. 0., Mass., 1929, the
following report on Annual Tour of Field Duty, Camp Devens, Massachusetts,
July 6-20, 1929, is hereby submitted.
a. All units of this organization were present at this tour of duty.
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b. The following figures are given on strength of the organization for the camp
period
:
Officers. Enlisted
Men.
On rolls —Maximum .... 65 990
Present
For duty
Minimum
— Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
65
65
65
65
65
989
898
892
897
c. One (1) Major (M. C), 0. R. C, was attached for duty.
d. The approved Training Program was closely followed and it is believed
that the objective laid down therein was attained.
e. Every unit was instructed in the possibilities, care, and use of the new gas
mask, and all had actual experience in marching and drilling while wearing the
mask. An attack problem with the use of chemical smoke and gas agents was
carried out.
f. Another problem, using a war strength battalion, demonstrating infantry
protection against hostile aircraft, was successfully carried out with the very effi-
cient cooperation of the Division Aviation.
g. All machine gun companies had three days on the 1000-inch range and in
addition two machine gun companies successfully worked out a problem in indirect
firing on the 1000-yard range. New machine gun carts were issued to this organi-
zation and were tested under all kinds of service conditions. These carts were
found to be very satisfactory and a great improvement over the old cart.
h. The Howdtzer Company had three days on the range with the 37 mm. and
3-inch trench mortar. This unit, however, was greatly handicapped by the limited
allowance of ammunition issued.
i. All rifle companies participated in musketry problems, using landscape targets
on the 1000-inch range, and each rifle company also worked out minor tactical
problems.
j . Each battahon also worked out a problem in tactics prepared by the battalion
commanders.
k. As usual, the matter of horses was very unsatisfactory. Only ten (10) mounts
were issued to the regiment and two (2) of these were unfit for riding. Under this
condition it was impossible to mount the battalion commanders and their staffs.
It is believed that sufficient horses should be provided to mount at least the entire
regimental and battalion staffs, and that these horses should be suitable to the
rank of the officers. Many orderlies were observed far better mounted than
superior officers of regiments.
1. The change in time of "Taps" from 10.00 to 10.30 p.m. was beneficial. It is
recommended, however, that "Taps" be made still later to 11.00 p.m., as most
officers and men in civil life do not retire until that hour or later.
m. The Field and Staff schools held by the Brigade on eight afternoons of the
tour of duty were very interesting and instructive. It is believed, however, that
such schools could be held in the forenoon to better advantage, leaving the Field
and Staff free in the afternoons to supervise and instruct the officers and non-
commissioned officers' schools which are held each afternoon. These schools are
of the greatest importance and the best material for supervision and instruction
cannot always be found among the line officers.
n. It is regretted that the prices of certain components of the ration were ma-
terially increased after requisitions had been submitted, thus causing units to over-
draw their allowances. These units can ill afford to pay such additional cost from
their scant funds available.
o. It is further recommended that at least once in every three years regimental
camps be held in order that all efforts can be concentrated upon the training of the
regiment.
GEORGE G. MOYSE,
Colonel, 182nd Inf.
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Fifty-second Brigade.
To The Adjutant General:
The 1929 Training Period of the 52nd Brigade was by far the most successful
ever conducted. The training showed greater application, by both officers and
men, and a much better understanding of their duties.
While not all that is expected, the courtesy and discipline, as observed in the
Brigade Area, both by officers and men, was much better than in previous years,
and marks a great step in the right direction.
Programs and schedules were followed as closely as the use of the terrain would
permit.
Equitation for all Field and Staff officers of the Brigade was conducted very
successfully by Capt. F. H. L. Ryder, Cav, (DOL), during the period between
8 and 9 a.m., daily.
Tactical rides followed the equitation lesson, in which all Field and Staff officers
took part during the first four days, after which Battalion Commander worked
with their commands. Critiques were conducted by the Brigade Commander and
instructors, Major Hurley, Major Kayser, Captain Wood and Captain Cummings,
following each phase of the particular problem at hand.
Brigade communications were consolidated under the supervision of Captain
MacNamee of 52nd Brigade, Captain Hill, 104th Infantry, and Captain Carlson,
181st Infantry. Much benefit was derived, both from the Field exercises and the
Code School for Operators, conducted each afternoon.
Both regiments, the 181st under Colonel Converse, and the 104th, under Colonel
Slate, carried out their schedules in excellent form, and each put on several terrain
exercises and demonstrations, which were of great benefit, both to participants and
observers, especially the demonstration by each of a war strength company in
attack.
All guards of honor and escorts were taken from this Brigade.
Most of the buildings in the area have been repaired, or at least, new under-
pinning placed, which removed the danger existing last year. Captain Finan did
an excellent job and should be commended.
The horse situation did not come up to expectations, and, if it were not for pri-
vate mounts brought in by officers, this Brigade would have been short at least
four animals.
The Supply situation continued as last year, many prices being too high and too
many changes in price from time to time.
The service rendered by the Senior Brigade Instructor, Maj. P. J. Hurley, and
his assistants. Major Kayser, Captain Wood and Captain Cummings, was of a very
high type and well presented. The thoroughness of the instruction has helped
the Brigade to a marked degree.
JOHN D. MURPHY,
Brig. Gen., Mass. N. G., Commanding.
One Hundred and Fourth Inpantrx.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In compliance with Special Orders No. 122, A. G. 0., Mass., dated 15 June,
1929, the following report on the Annual Tour of Duty at Camp Devens, Mass.,
is submitted
:
a. Attendance: Strength of regiment, 64 officers, 1 warrant officer and 1,095
enlisted men; present for duty, 64 officers, 1 warrant officer and 955 enlisted men.
b. Schedule of Instruction: The schedule was carried out with the following
changes: Regimental problem and overnight bivouac, scheduled for Monday,
July 15, was not carried out.
c. Training: The regiment was handicapped by lack of suitable grounds for
training and ceremonies. For training two battalions were placed in the old trench
area between Second and Third avenues, opposite 14th Street, and one battalion
in the rear of stables off 4th Avenue, near Fifteenth Street. No area was suitable
for the Machine Gun companies for training purposes, which meant that no prob-
lems in Machine Guns could be worked out. The Howitzer Company carried out
their program very well, but was retarded to some extent on account of not having
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suitable ground assigned to them. Not much range work was gotten in due to the
fact that only three rounds per man was issued. Range work is very important
to this company as they cannot fire at home station. For ceremonies, arrangements
were made with the 101st Medical Regiment, to occupy their field when it was not
required for their own troops.
d. Subsistence: All companies fed well and within the allowed ration.
e. Condition of Buildings: Underpinnings of buildings should be inspected and
repaired before the next tour of duty. This year two buildings, building 906
settled 4 inches in the northeast corner, and building 973 settled in the northeast
corner, making it difficult to properly prepare mess.
f. Summary: The tour of duty was a success in that the program of instruction
was carried out with beneficial results to all concerned. The 3rd Bn. Hq. Co.,
had 100 per cent attendance, and the regiment as a whole gained in the percentage
at camp this year over what it has in the last two years.
Regimental reviews were tendered to the following visitors
:
Maj. Gen. B. Frank Cheatham, U. S. A., former war-time commander of the
regiment, and Congressman Kirk Kayner from Springfield, Mass.
The regiment had as its guest Maj. Gen. WiUiam C. Hayes, Mass. N. G., Ret'd;
Maj. Gen. Frederick E. Pierce, Mass. N. G., Ret'd, and Col. J. Tracy Potter, Comdg.
Officer 419th Inf., 0. R. C, all former members of the regiment.
EDMUND J. SLATE,
Col. 104th Inf., Mass. N. G., Commanding.
One Hundred and Eighty-first Infantry.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The tour of duty, 181st Infantry, Mass. N. G., was held at Camp Devens,
Massachusetts, from July 6 to the 20th, 1929. The advance details from the
units of the regiment proceeded to Camp Devens on July 3 and July 5, taking such
equipment and supplies as were required to prepare the regimental area for oc-
cupancy.
2. Companies assembled in their respective armories and proceeded to Camp
Devens by train in accordance with the attached schedule. All arrived in good
order, ahead of schedule, and without accident. A hot noon meal was served
each company in the various barracks upon their arrival in the regimental area..
The afternoon was spent in a general police of the area and arrangement of quarters.
Communications within the regiment and the brigade and Division trunk lines were
estabUshed by 2.30 p.m., July 6, 1929.
3. The companies of the regiment spent the entire first week in platoon and
company combat exercises. On Sunday, July 7, the regiment participated in a
Brigade review to Major General Foote. On Monday, July 8, a regimental review
was given to Colonel Cloke,Camp Commander, and on Thursday, July 11, the Divi-
sion participated in a Divisional review to Maj. Gen. Preston Brown. On Satur-
day, July 13, a test mobiUzation and muster was held with a thorough field inspec-
tion of all units.
4. On Sunday, July 14, the regiment participated in a Divisional review to
Maj. Gen. Clarence R. Edwards and the Y.D. Veterans. The remainder of the
week was spent in Battalion combat exercises with the exception of Wednesday,
July 17, Thursday, July 18, and Friday, July 19. On July 17, the regiment partici-
pated in a Divisional review to Governor Allen and Gen. Henri Gouroud of the
French Army, and on July 18, participated in a Divisional review to General Sum-
merall, Chief of Staff, United States Army. On July 19, a selected company con-
ducted a demonstration of the Company in Attack.
5. The Headquarters companies received instruction in their special work and
very satisfactory progress was made. These companies combined with other
Headquarters companies of the Brigade in the carrying out of Headquarters com-
panies' problems.
6. All recruits were formed into a recruit company under direction of Second
Lieut. Louis G. Nixon of the regiment who gave them progressive instruction in the
school of a soldier, the squad, platoon and company. The thorough and uniform
training received in this way was found to be very satisfactory.
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7. The Machine Gun and Howitzer companies received instruction in their
special work and took part in the various combat exercises.
8. The field and staff officers engaged in daily equitation classes followed by
tactical rides and problems with other field and staff officers of the 52nd Brigade.
The equitation classes were conducted by Captain Ryder, Cav., U. S. A., with
exceptional tact and efficiency and were of great value to the officers. The tactical
rides and problems were very interesting and instructive, and were very efficiently
conducted by Maj. P. J. Hurley, U. S. A.
9. A daily school of all non-commissioned officers was organized with Maj.
Harold P. Kayser, U. S. A., as Commandant, the instruction being conducted
as included in report attached. This school was of great value to the non-com-
missioned officers attending, and its result in increased efficiency and snap through-
out the entire regiment was marked. The success of this school was one of the
outstanding features of the tour of duty. The school furnished a war strength
company as escort to General Summerall.
10. The regiment took part in Division reviews to Maj. Gen. Preston Brown,
Maj . Gen. Clarence R. Edwards and the Y.D. Veterans, Governor Allen, and General
Summerall. It also participated in a Brigade review to Major General Foote, and
a regimental review to Colonel Cloke, Camp Commander. In addition a regimen-
tal review was tendered to Brig. Gen. John D. Murphy and the Regimental
Commander.
Battalion parades and formal guard mounts were held on evenings when no re-
views were scheduled. The Regiment also furnished several guards of honor and
escorts as well as orderlies to visiting dignitaries.
11. Of a total of 66 officers and 1,095 enlisted men, 64 oflRcers and 993 enlisted
men attended camp. The band, Hdqrs. Co., Cos. B, K, M,had 100 per cent officers
and men present at camp throughout the entire tour of duty.
12. The regiment did very well in the boxing competitions, won third place
in the rifle competition and fourth place in the track meet.
13. The health and condition of the regiment was excellent. The number of
men at sick call was negligible, largely owing to the thorough instruction given in
the care of feet.
14. The regiment messed well and within the rations.
15. We received 10 mounts, nine of which were available for the entire tour of
duty. These mounts were drawn from the 152 F. A., M. N. G., and were much
better than any previous lot.
16. All companies made great progress during the tour of duty. The morale
was high and the interest keen. The spirit of the regiment was high and all duties
were performed with snap and efficiency.
FRANK L. CONVERSE,
Colonel, 181st Inf., Mass. N. G., Commanding.
FiPTY-riRST Field Artillery Brigade.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The annual tour of duty for this Brigade was held at Camp Devens as fol-
lows:— 101st F. A., from July 6 to July 20, inclusive; 51st F.A. Brigade Head-
quarters, 51st F.A. Brigade Headquarters Battery and the 101st Ammunition
Train, July 13 to July 28, inclusive; 102nd F.A., July 20 to Aug. 4, inclusive.
2. The training program as published was carried out, with minor exceptions,
and the results accomplished were most successful.
3. The mobilization of the 101st F. A. at Boston and road march to Camp Devens
and the two-day maneuver and overnight camp of the 102nd F. A., proved to be a
splendid training feature for the units involved and decided improvement in road
discipline, driving and making and breaking camp resulted.
4. As noted in reports of previous camps the number of horses allotted remains
inadequate and it is recommended that the minimum allowance of animals per
regiment be set at six hundred.
5. It is recommended that the available dates for artillery firing be definitely
established as early as possible prior to the camp period and that every effort be
made to the end that these assigned dates be adhered to.
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6. Excellent instructions and cooperation was given by the Federal instructors
attached to tliis brigade.
ERLAND F. FISH,
Brig. Gen., Mass. N. G., Commanding.
One Hundred and First Field Artillery.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The 101st F. A., Mass. N. G., performed its annual tour of duty from July
6 to July 20, inclusive. At the beginning of the camp period an innovation was
attempted in the nature of a mobilization of the regiment at Boston on July 6,
followed by a road march to Camp Devens. The 1st Battalion and regimental
units mobilized at the Commonwealth Armory, and the 2nd Battalion at the Brigh-
ton Stockyards. The column left the Commonwealth Armory on schedule at 3
o'clock in the afternoon, the 2nd Battalion joining it at Brighton at 3.30 p.m.,
arriving at Waltham at 5.05 p.m., where the regiment bivouacked for the night.
On July 7, the regiment marched to Concord, bivouacked for the night, on the 8th,
proceeded to Littleton, where it again bivouacked, and on the 9th proceeded to
Camp Devens, arriving at 11.15 a.m. This, road march was of the greatest possible
benefit to the regiment, and the improvement in driving, draft, fitting of harness,
and the making and breaking of camp was very evident from day to day.
2. The firing on the range was very satisfactory and went off without special
incident. The reduction in the allowance of ammunition to 300 rounds is unfor-
tunate, as the regiment can easily handle 400 rounds per battery, and the additional
training which the oflacers and men would receive from the larger allowance would
be of great benefit to the regiment. Officers and men work hard and faithfully
throughout the year in training the gun crews and preparing the officers for firing,
and it is strongly urged that a larger allowance of ammunition be granted, both for
the better training of the regiment and for the consequent enhancement of the
morale.
3. For the reviews which were held during the tour of duty the regiment at-
tempted a novel formation in the form of massed battalions with carriages at two-
yard intervals. The result was very successful, and I think appreciated by those
who witnessed it.
4. The activities at camp made it impossible to have more than one problem of
communication with the higher command. It is believed that more time could be
profitably spent on this phase of training.
5. Each year almost the entire Headquarters Battery is used for the purpose of
constructing, maintaining, and taking down the range communication. This is a
long, hard task, but must be well and efficiently handled, as it is vital to the use
and safety of the range. Captain Foster is entitled to a great deal of credit for the
manner in which this work has been handled; but it is earnestly recommended that
steps be taken to have a permanent telephone installation constructed around the
range. This line is administrative rather than tactical, and should be part of the
range equipment. Experience has shown that it is impracticable for one artillery
organization to leave its communication on the range for successive organizations,
consequently each artillery organization as it comes to Devens must perform this
same work and then take it down again when it leaves. It is impossible to give the
regimental Headquarters Battery proper training in other phases of their work,
because of the amount of time that must be spent on range communication.
6. Attention is called to the fact that the Militia Bureau has placed a maximum
allowance of 550 horses per artillery regiment for its tour of duty. It is absolutely
impossible to properly mount a regiment of field artillery with 550 horses. This
regiment had about 595 horses on its road march and this number was entirely
satisfactory, but upon arrival at Camp Devens the number was reduced to below
550, which made it necessary to leave one unit without horses, and reduced the num-
ber of single mounts below the minimum required for proper training. It is recom-
mended that some steps be taken to secure from the Militia Bureau authority for
each field artillery regiment to have a maximum of 600 horses for its suimner tour of
duty.
DANIEL NEEDHAM,
Colonel 101st F. A., Mass. N. G.
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One Hundred and Second Regiment Field Artillery.
To The Adjutant General:
1. The field training of this Regiment was carried out in accordance with General
Order No. 1, these Headquarters, dated June 21, 1929.
2. The Training Schedule, with minor changes was carried out as published.
3. a. The number of horses allotted to this Regiment was 536. After deducting
those on the sick line, the number of horses left for use was inadequate to horse
the Regiment, for proper mounted training.
b. The shipping of 70 horses to Maine and replacement with 70 hired horses
after the first week in camp, broke up teams already matched in draft and made it
more difficult to develop the mounted training.
4. The recommendations regarding improvements to the Field Artillery Target
Range, incorporated in last year's report are still of vital importance towards
making the range at Camp Devens suitable for service practice.
5. The Regiment went to camp with 100 per cent attendance of 54 officers and
745 enlisted men.
6. Captain Donovan, F. A. (D. 0. L.), assisted by Major McCleave, Major
Vanderveer and Captain Bonham, furnished most excellent instruction.
ROGER W. ECKFELDT,
Colonel F. A., Mass. N.G., Commanding 102nclF. A.
Twenty-sixth Division Train.
To The Adjutant General:
1. Pursuant to Par. 1-j, Special Orders 122, A. G. O. Mass., dated June 15,
1929, the following report covering the annual tour of field training of the 26th
Division Train, Mass. N. G., July 6 to July 20, inclusive, is herewith submitted.
2. The 26th Division Train reported in Camp Devens, Saturday, July 6, 1929,
at 6 A.M., with a strength of two hundred and twenty-six (226) officers and men with
forty-five (45) motor vehicles.
3. Transportation for the Division was the only problem handled by the Division
Train this year. And this was done in a very satisfactory manner with no record
of accidents occurring.
4. The plans made for this camp were impossible because of the various details
of the Train for the Division, that it was impossible to leave camp over night.
5. A recruit school operating under a well arranged program for the field training
period was most satisfactory, as the instruction received enlightened the men, giv-
ing them a much wider knowledge of the duties of a soldier than they would have
received in a much longer period in weekly drills.
6. Morale. I am very much pleased to report that in this organization there
appears to be a satisfactory esprit de corps as evidenced by attendance at camp and
consistent re-enlistments in our companies.
7. Recommendations. I recommend for the benefit of the Train and the Division
as a whole that the Train be relieved from all details for four (4) days after their
arrival in camp, so that Motor convoy movements and Transportation Problems
may be accomplished which would be a much greater benefit to the Train during
their tour of duty.
8. I further recommend that the Wagon companies be equipped with the full
assignment of animals as called for in the table of organization for field training,
and if this cannot be done I would recommend that the Wagon companies be con-
verted into two one and one-half ton Motor Transport companies.
9. For the storage and repair of motor vehicles, I would recommend that a
building two stories high be erected on the south side (Myrtle St.) of the State
Armory at Woburn. The ground floor to be used for the repair and painting of
motor vehicles, second floor to be used for storage. In a building of this size
thirty-five (35) motor vehicles of the one and one-half (IK) ton type could be
stored.
10. I further recommend that the White staff cars assigned to different organiza-
tions in the State be converted into one and one-half ton trucks and assigned to the
train.
11. I further recommend that an assistant motor mechanic be assigned to each
organization, WILLIAM H. MOBBS,
Major, Q. M. C, Mass. N. G., Commanding.
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Twenty-sixth Division Aviation.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In compliance with Special Orders No. 123, A. G. 0.,Mass., June 15, 1929, the
26th Division Aviation performed its annual tour of duty at Cape Cod Air Port,
Marstons Mills, West Barnstable, Mass., from July 6 to 20, 1929, both dates
inclusive. The Cape Cod Air Port, through the United States Property and Dis-
bursing Agent, was duly rented for the purpose. Shortly before tour of duty it
was determined that it would be advantageous to lease certain adjoining property
consisting of about 20 acres owned by Martin W. Powers, Esq., 10 State Street,
Boston. Mr. Powers, on being approached, was found to be a former National
Guardsman and willingly donated to our use during that period not only the
particular property which we requested but all of his property at that location.
It is recommended that his courtesy be formally acknowledged by a letter from the
Commander-in-Chief.
2. The field near Cape Cod Air Port proved to be an excellent location for activi-
ties. The prevailing southwest wind was in the direction of the long runway and it
was discovered that the Old 11 with its full service equipment could be landed and
taken off with an ample margin of safety. The camp site itself was upon high
ground and favored by a cool breeze throughout the entire tour. Adjacent to it
was a lake in which the men were able to swim daily, a raft and springboard being
constructed for their use. The site was also marked by the absence of flies, and
while the sanitary arrangements of the camp due to the lack of experience of the
Division Air Service Commander, were not properly arranged, yet no discomfort
resulted therefrom and no sickness among the personnel.
3. The movement of troops and equipment was accomplished without incident.
The troops were moved by rail from the South Station to Marstons Mills. Seven
of the eight planes now in our possession were in condition to operate and were
flown to camp. Two trucks were secured from the Division train for the trans-
portation of impedimenta of various sorts and the balance carried in our own trans-
portation.
4. Of the seven air planes in use four were service type planes and were equipped
for work with a camera, with a radio, with bomb racks and with lights for night
flying, and all equipment except night flying equipment was used. Night flying
was not attempted due to the lack of boundary lights at the Cape Cod Air Port
and the fact that the daily program was not concluded until 8.30, and it was not
advisable to continue operations to a further degree. There were no instances of
motor failure during the tour of duty. The performance of the storage batteries
in the Service Type Planes was not satisfactory and will be the subject of a special
report to the Militia Bureau. In like wise, the performance of the Relay boxes was
unsatisfactory. After one day's shooting the use of the forward guns was discon-
tinued after a hang-fire that caused a shot to go through a propeller blade. The
cause was directly traced to poor quality ammunition and will be remedied in future
firing. Some of the yellow smoke rockets were found to be defective and some of
the Very cartridges. The entire supply of pyi'otechnics however was expended and
the failure in pyrotechnics was unquestionably due to the fact that they had been
too long in the possession of this organization and were too old for service.
5. Prior to camp a training schedule was very carefully prepared. While not so
stated in the training schedule, one major objective was to synchronize the functions
of the various technical sections. This objective was very satisfactorily accom-
plished and the prepared schedule was strictly followed. Fortunately, for the
first time in the history of the 26th Division Air Service, no time was lost due to
adverse weather conditions. In accordance with the training schedule, a puff-
target was set up and operated satisfactorily throughout the tour of duty. Infan-
try liaison and contact was simulated by using a detachment of our own troops
equipped with panels; the results were satisfactory. While the shooting of forward
guns was discontinued, target practice with the rear guns was continued through-
out the period and the results were satisfactory. A shipment of bombs was received
shortly before going to camp; of this shipment 200 bombs were dropped at varying
altitudes and the results were good. Various photographic missions were under-
taken as well as reconnaissance with very satisfactory results. Three missions
were undertaken in cooperation with the Division and in all three cases the results
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were very satisfactory. The Division Camp was located fifty minutes by air from
the Cape Cod Air Port and the trip across country in an 0-11 was not fatiguing
to the pilots, the conclusion being reached that it is perfectly feasible to operate
air service from a base within one hundred miles from the Division without undue
strain upon the Air Corps personnel. Near the conclusion of the tour of duty a
Militia Bureau representative who had recently returned from the Philippines
described a method of pick-up messages. On the same day with improvised equip-
ment a series of experiments were undertaken in pick-up messages and a satisfactory
method was achieved. Further experiment, however, is necessary in this regard
and will be made during armory drill periods and a report of results available for
the use of ground troops will be made in the future.
6. Due to the increase in strength of the Observation Squadron, seventeen re-
cruits were taken to camp. In spite of this factor the Division Air Service emerged
from camp with a high degree of morale and excellent discipline. One hour per
day was devoted to infantry drill, evening parade was held and a number of as-
semblies for fire drill. Early in the period of encampment under the direction of
Colonel Osborne, a definite plan of fire fighting was established and the troops were
carefully instructed. As a result of Colonel Osborne's instruction, at a later period
when the encampment was threatened by fire, the fire was effectively and readily
handled. To Colonel Osborne is also due in a large degree the high morale which
was built up during the camp period and many conveniences for the personnel
were initiated and constructed by him.
7. The Division Air Service working as a team makes it rather difficult to single
out particular instances of efficiency on the part of individuals composing the team.
The preparation of the training schedule and its execution was under the direction
of Captain Beck and his work well merits special comment, particularly in view of
the fact that he had never before operated a squadron. Engineering was handled
by Captain Muther and the mere statement that, except in the instance of the
plane whose propeller was shot, no mission was suspended or abandoned because of
motor failure or fault in the maintenance of any air plane; and in the case of the
plane whose propeller was shot, one-half hour mission was abandoned and the
plane was in condition with a new propeller for its next scheduled mission. Captain
Muther had not before served as engineering officer. The use of pyrotechnics,
visual signalling, and radio was in the hands of Lieutenant Baker who had not
previously served in such capacity and his work merits special comment, while
other technical sections did work of equal grade, yet the officer in charge of each
had heretofore served in that capacity.
LOUIS E. BOUTWELL,
Major, 26th Div. Aviation, Commanding.
Two Hundred and Forty-first Coast Artillery (H. D.).
To The Adjuta7it General:
1. Pursuant to Special Orders No. 122, Adjutant General of Massachusetts,
June 15, 1929, the 241st Coast Artillery performed its annual tour of field duty at
Fort H. G. Wright, N. Y., August 3 to 17, 1929.
2. The personnel, less advance details, left Boston, Chelsea, Fall River and New
Bedford armories, Saturday morning, August 3, and were transported by New
York, New Haven and Hartford R. R. to New London, Conn., thence by United
States Quartermaster steamers to Forf H. G. Wright, N. Y. Advance details ac-
companied baggage leaving armories Thursday morning, August 1, by trucks fur-
nished by the State Quartermaster, arrived at New London, Conn., that night and
were ferried on Friday morning, August 2, to Fort H. G. Wright, N. Y., on United
States Quartermaster barges, thus reducing the handling of baggage to the loading
at armories and unloading at head of Battery streets. The cooks travelled by
train leaving home stations Friday morning, August 2, 1929. The return trip,
August 17, 1929, was made in similar manner.
3. The troop and baggage movement was smooth and without incident, record
time being made in the loading and unloading on trains and boats.
4. Sunday afternoon, August 4, was utilized by the Group Commanders in in-
spection of gun emplacements and fire control stations. So many deficiencies in
equipment and materiel were disclosed that Monday, August 5, was largely con-
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sumed in making repairs and Mjilstriients. The actual training program could not
be undertaken before Tuesday, August 6. This delay prevented firing of sub-
caliber and servibe practice until one' day laitei" than schedule.
5.:,Sub-caliber practice' was comm6Wced on Thursday,. August 8, and continued
lintil. Saturday mbrnihg when all but two batteries had completed their firing
jirobleh^s.
.6, The weather this first #eek w;as ideal. A violent rain storm set in Saturday
ni^ht, Aiigust lO, continuing until Monday mofning. In spite of the inclement
leather a record number of visitors was entertained Sunday, August 11, nearly 400.
7. , All batteries were ready for sel-vice practice Monday, the two who had not
fifed theif sub-caliber problem being deemed sufficiently qualified. This was de-
l!ermihpd by a ca'reful. analysis of fire control drill. Following the rain, however, a
dense fog set in ahd the visibility was so poor for the days following that it was not
iih;til the afternoon pi Thursday, August 15, that service practice could be under-
^keh, and then only for a short period with the 12-inch mortars, at which time
Ba'ttery "C" completed its practice.
S. Fi'iday, August 16, opened cool' aind remarkably clear. In anticipation of
raVbrable weather reveiU'e wa,s set one-half hour ahead of schedule— 5.00 a.m.
The advantage of this early start was lost by tugs being late in reporting for towing
6i targets. This is something beyond the control of the National Guard.
{). Fire was opened shortly after 8.00 A.M. and the eleven remaining batteries
iiad finished practice at 7.50 p.m. The results were very satisfactory. The hits
Scored cannot be definitely determined until the analysis is available. The first
fecord shot of Battery "L," 12-inch mortars, Capt. Vincent P. Coyne, demolished
ihe rear of two material targets towed in tandem. The second shot damaged the
Remaining target.
10. Twenty-fouf 12-inch A, P. shells loaded with Explosive "D" was received
from the Ordnance Department with orders for our personnel to extract the ex-
plosive and replace with sand to bring to required weight of 1,070 p>ounds. When
the base plugs were inserted 12 years ago it was not intended that they should be
removed. This work was accomplished after much hard labor under the supervi-
sion of Maj. Nathaniel C. Nash, 0. D., Mass. N. G., and 2d. Lieut. Chester A.
Furbish of Battery "D." On the first inspection of No. 2 gun. Battery Butterfield,
it was discovered that the tube protruded three quarters of an inch from muzzle,
but it was pronounced safe by the Post Ordnance Officer. This gun was fired by
Battery "D," Capt. Joseph H. Hurney. One of the projectiles from which the
explosive "D" had been withdrawn fragmented in the gim and pieces of shell
struck the water within from 1,000 to 2,000 yards. A board has been convened at
Fort Wright to inquire into the cause and Major Nash, Captain Hurney and Lieu-
tenant Furbish have furnished affidavits as to their observations.
11'. The regiment was honored by many distinguished guests: Maj. Gen. Andrew
Hero, Chief of Coast Artillery, arrived on Saturday, August 10, remaining until
Tuesday morning, August 13. It is regretted he could not have witnessed service
practice, one object of his visit. He was given a review Monday. Saturday he
made an inspection of Forts Wright, Michie and Terry accompanied by Col.
Charles H. Hilton, C. A. C, Commanding Officer, Harbor Defenses of Long Island
Sound, and the wiiter. Brig. Gen. Jesse F, Stevens, Adjutant General of Massa-
chusetts, accompanied by Lt. Col. Frank P. Williams, Surgeon General, Lt. Col.
Harry G. Chase, Quartermaster General and Maj. Ralph E. MacLeod, Inspector
General's Department, visited the Regiment on Thursday, August 15, and were
given a review. Other visitors were Col. Benjamin B. Shed, C. A. N. G., Retired;
Lt. Col. Porter B. Chase, Assistant Adjutant General; Col. Cyril L. D. Wells,
Commanding the 243rd C. A., R. I. N. G.; Lt. Col. Philip Hurley, Commanding
the 242nd C. A, Conn. N. G., accompanied by Maj. Russell Y. Moore of the same
regiment.
12. The Federal Inspector was Captain Frederick Lofquist, 11th C. A., U. S. A.
It was a pleasure to have with us the second week as State Inspector, Lt. Col.
Harry D. Comerais, Inspector General of Massachusetts; Maj. Nathaniel C. Nash,
Ordnance Department, Mass. N. G., assigned to duty for seven days, assisted in
checking and handling Ordnance materiel. 2d. Lieut. William H. Harrison, Jr.,
Quartermaster Corps, Mass. N. G., ably assisted the Regimental Supply Officer
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for the entire fifteen days. CaptJ Jeremiah D^ O'Connell, C. A., Reserve, assigned
for 14 days' duty, acted as Adjutant for one of the Group Commanders.
13. The training schedule was completed with the exception of field and track
athletics. Service practice prevented finishing the program Friday, August 16. •
Remaining events will be run off at a Idter date and prizes awarded.
14.' There have been no improvements made in the camp site since 1928 encamp-^
mentjl except for the completion of the Administration Building which was found'
very useful for storage and issue of supplies and offices for Regimental Headquarters.
15r.The>many factors added this year in the competition for the Knox Trophy,
-
in the 'form of merit and demerit figures, was reflected in marked improvement in"
attendance at Camp, promptness at formations and the reporting of details,.
Camp Sanitation and Policing, Guard Duty, Ceremonies, etc.
16. The attendance of this tour of duty was very gratifying, the following bat^'
teries having 100 per cent: A, B, C, D, G, I, K and L:
Officers present 98.2%
Enlisted men present . . . . . 98 .3%
A comparison with the three previous years is as follows:
Total present 1926 96.9%
1927 98.2%
" " 1928 97.9%
" 1929 98.3%,
17. The Regular Garrison cooperated to the fullest extent and the usual cordial
relations prevailed.
18. In concluding this report it is appropriate to express the writer's appreciation
of the able and tactful assistance rendered by the United States Army instructors,
assigned to the Regiment, Capt Valentine P. Foster and First Lieut. Paul W.
George.
GEORGE M. KING,
Colonel, 241st C. A. (H. D.), Commanding.
One Hundred and Tenth Cavalry.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In compliance with Special Orders No. 122, A. G. O., Mass., dated June 15,
1929, this regiment proceeded to Camp Devens on July 20 to perform its annual
fifteen days' tour of duty.
2. The ordered duty was successfully performed and the regiment returned to its
station on August 3, having had for the third consecutive year one hundred per-
cent of its officers and men credited as present for the duty for at least a part of the
period of training.
3. The tour of duty was instructive in that the regiment occupied barracks in-
stead of tents for the first time since its reorganization, and special emphasis was
laid upon learning to use properly and successfully the facilities furnished by a
barracks post as contrasted with a tent camp.
4. The barracks allotted to the regiment, in accordance with correspondence
already on file in the office of the Adjutant General, were found in excellent condi-
tion as to cleanliness, being taken immediately from the units of the 26th Division
which had preceded the UOth Cavalry. These barracks were vacated during the
morning of July 20, and inasmuch as they could not be taken over until vacated it
was impossible for fires to be started in time enough so that the men could be fed
their noon mess at the proper time on July 20. It is suggested that if a similar
situation were to occur again special permission be arranged so that the mess ser-
geants and cooks of the incoming troops could be admitted to the kitchen at 8.00 a.m.
and take over the fires without their having to be put out, and also be permitted
to receive their supplies necessary for their first meal.
5. Likewise, if all furniture is to be turned in by the outgoing troops on Friday,
, as was stated to be the rule, it is suggested that the Administration Building which
is thus emptied Friday, be made available for incoming troops either Friday night
or Saturday morning, so that furniture may be drawn by the incoming troops and
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clerical work started promptly Saturday morning; otherwise, if furniture cannot
be drawn until Saturday, a good deal of work is required of the trucks on that day,
and it is impossible to get the administrative offices organized until late Saturday
afternoon and consequently very difficult to prepare the payroll and other returns
which present regulations call for on the first day of camp.
6. It would be helpful also for the telephone service if the one or two lines to be
maintained for incoming troops should be retained in place. It was understood
that arrangements had been completed for accomplishment of this end, but this
year, after being located in barracks and after report had been made to the Adju-
tant General of the telephone numbers by which the regiment could be reached, all
service, including pay stations, was discontinued, and it was a matter of consider-
able time before telephone connections with the outside world could be re-estab-
lished.
7. The stables used by the regiment greatly exceeded the number commonly
used by the infantry, and were taken over in such condition as they were found, or
could be put by the advance detail which was sent up to labor upon them. The
camp Quartermaster also did a good deal of work in helping to put the stables in
repair. If they are to be used in the future it is suggested that a standard be es-
tablished of the repair in which stables should be put, and that steps be taken so that
those stables which are to be used be kept up to the standard of repair so established.
8. Temporary corrals were prepared out of those in existence, or erected largely
by the enlisted men of this regiment. Permanent corrals could be arranged in
available spots and constructed out of second-hand lumber with little expense,
thus greatly improving the stable facilities offered.
9. The water troughs had been patched up and were useful, but some were very
leaky, and if the conservation of water is an object it would seem worth while that
,
they be in good repair before being used again.
10. The regiment had the use of trucks under the supervision of an expert
Corporal detailed to the regiment for that purpose, and the Auxiliary Truck Train
so provided proved very satisfactory and sei-ved to take the place of wagon-drawn
transportation which was not required for this tour of duty, although it might be
necessary for other sorts of training in other localities.
11. The horses hired under contract this year were far superior to those previously
supplied, and while only a fraction of horses thus obtained in previous years have
been found useful, practically 100 per cent of those obtained this year were entirely
satisfactory and were available for all kinds of duty required. It is recommended
that similar consideration be given each year to the contract for horses.
12. The horses received from the Rhode Island and Connecticut cavalry proved,
as usual, entirely satisfactory, and were shipped at the close of the Massachusetts
tour of duty, together with the bulk of the Massachusetts horses, to Davisville,
Rhode Island, for use of the Rhode Island cavalry.
13. This year the regiment undertook its tour of duty having for the first time
its full regimental staff, and being organized with two squadrons with their appro-
priate commanders and staffs. Inasmuch as these staffs were organized just before
this tour of duty great effort was necessary for them to learn to function in their
proper respective positions. It is believed, however, that each officer devoted the
necessary zeal and energy in attempting to fit himself to carry on his particular
duties in the proper manner, and a greater facility in administration and more
satisfactory progress in training than has been hitherto possible was thereby ob-
tained.
14. The need of the additional surgeon allotted to the regiment upon its comple-
tion was demonstrated, and the officer who has been transferred to the regiment
to fill this vacancy performed his duties most efficiently and acceptably.
15. The regiment, as a further incident to its completion, received for the first
time, allotment of a Chaplain, and this position was ably filled by the regimental
Chaplain, who not only satisfactorily performed the religious duties of this office,
but also did a good deal to encourage and improve the social and athletic interests
of the men.
16. The satisfactory conduct of the camp is evidenced by the fact that no per-
son was sent to the Guard House under arrest during the whole period.
17. A review was tendered to His Excellency the Governor, on August 1, in
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which the 102nd Field Artillery and the 110th Cavalry joined in tendering a review
of a provisional all-mounted brigade, and in spite of a severe thunder and hail
storm the ceremonies were carried through at all prescribed gaits in amanner which
it is believed reflected credit upon the troops participating.
DANA T. GALLUP,
Colonel.
Two Hundred and Eleventh Coast Artillery (A. A.).
To The Adjutant General:
1. Owing to the fact that the C. 0. 211th C. A. is preparing a report which will
give some interesting data on attendance, operation of air field, and expense over
the past few years as well as estimated future development of Camp Edmands,
permission is requested to extend the time of filing final report a few days.
2. In brief this regiment went to camp with the largest membership enjoyed by
the Corps in times of peace in its whole history (it is believed), — 287 to 293 en-
listed men, 18 regular officers and 7 reserve officers attached.
3. Air Corps missions were successful and very well executed. The landing field
was improved at least 100 per cent by the enlarging, grading and levelling per-
mitted by the allotment of funds.
4. The health of the Command was excellent, except for one severe case of poi-
son ivy requiring hospitalization at Hyannis. This vine will be fought energeti-
cally next spring.
5. The training was very successful, the two machine gun batteries obtaining a
firing record of "Excellent," and the searchlight battery conducting what perhaps
is one of the first night tracking problems attempted by the Guard. This latter was
accomplished by the aid of the Hyannis Airport and the 26th Division Aviation,
Capt. Clarence E. Hodge, piloting. The Federal Inspector, Lieutenant Colonel
Dusenbury, stated that he proposed to rate every individual Unit as Very Satis-
factory. It is also believed that the State Inspector, Maj . Louis E. Morse, was very
favorably impressed.
6. It is requested that the dates of July 19 to August 2, 1930, be assigned this
regiment for next year and that authority be granted for one officer and four men
to proceed to Portsmouth, N. H., both before and after camp for the purpose of
obtaining and returning one of their 3-inch guns. This to be in addition to the
regular advance and rear details for camp, and the officers' school in June.
HORACE Z. LANDON,
Lt. Col, 211th C. A. (A. A.).
Third Battalion, Three Hundred Seventy-second Infantry.
To The Adjutant General:
1. In compliance with paragraph 6-h, S. O. No. 122, A. G. O. Mass., dated June
15, 1929, the following report on the annual tour of camp duty at Camp Devens,
Mass., July 20 to August 3, 1929, inclusive, is submitted:
a. Training: The results attained towards the training objective was on the whole
satisfactory — Headquarters Company, Company M, and the Medical Department
Detachment, making the most outstanding progress in discipline and general
proficiency. The training program was slightly changed to permit range practice.
Twenty men completed the course in Rifle Marksmanship, fourteen of whom
qualified in Course "D." The Machine Gun Company, in addition to firing on
the 1,000-inch range, fired a combat exercise at 800 yards. A night problem of a
Rifle Platoon in attack against an organized position defended by a Machine Gun
Section was satisfactorily executed.
b. Health of the Command: The Medical Officer and the men of his Detachment
paid especial attention to details with the result that the general health of all the
men was excellent. Two attached officers of the Dental Reserves, 1st Lt. Frederick
I. Gray and 1st Lt. Julian F. Vaughan, made a survey of the teeth of the entire
command, and gave such preventive and emergency treatment as was found
necessary.
c. Messes: Schools for Mess Sergeants and Cooks were held daily under the
supervision of 1st Lt. James H. Brooks, Q. M. Res. Records were Well kept, and
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a marked improvement was made in this department over previous years. Com-
pany h, for the third year in succession, won the kitchen banner awarded for the
best and cleanest mess.
d. Attached for Training: In addition to the Reserve Officers named in b and c
above, the following officer's were attached for training under orders from Head-
quarters, 1st Corps Area: Capt. Norman N. Rayner, Q. M. Res., who assisted the
Supply Officer; and 2nd Lieut. Ernest E. Gould, Inf. Res. Both performed their
assigned duties in a very satisfactory manner. Thirty officers of the 428th Inf.
Res., commanded by Lt. Col. West A. Hamilton, 42Sth Inf. Res., were attached
for training under orders from Headquarters, 3rd Corps Area. Their training was
arranged by dividing these officers into two Battalions of fifteen officers each.
One group being superimposed on this Battalion for duty with the troops for one
day, while the other received instruction in the same subjects, without troops, by
conferences or as observers. This arrangement was alternated daily. All officers
participated in ceremonies, either with the troops, or as a unit with the Battalion,
or as observers. Such of these officers as were assigned to Battalion Headquarters
on Staff Duty were of inestimable assistance to the Battalion Adjutant, who alone
is responsible for the performance of all duties normally assigned to S-1, S-2, S-3,
and S-4, in addition to his responsibility as Commanding Officer of Headquarters
Company. From personal observation it is my opinion that the 428th Inf, Res.
also benefited by its contact with us.
e. Transportation: Due to misunderstanding this organization was hampered
in making camp by the lack of sufficient transportation facilities for unloading
equipment. Especial thanks are due the Commanding Officer, 101st Ammunition
Train, Mass. N. G., for his timely assistance in lending trucks to unload the train.
The State Quartermaster took the matter personallj'^ in hand with the result that
sufficient transportation was furnished for breaking camp.
f. Commendation: Commendation is also due the Commanding Officer, 13th
Infantry, U. S. A., and the Commanding Officer, 110th Cavalry, Mass. N. G., for
their cooperation in furnishing mules and horses, respectively, for the camp tour.
The Camp authorities, especially the Camp Quartermaster, rendered material
assistance in the matter of special supplies and equipment.
g. Distinguished Visitors: His Excellency the Governor reviewed the Battalion
on Thursday, August 1. Brig.-Gen. Jesse F. Stevens, the Adjutant General
Massachusetts, in addition to his visit with the Commander-in-Chief, inspected Bat-
talion Headquarters on Sunday, July 21. Other distinguished visitors were Col.
H. E. Cloke, Camp Commander; Col. Harry G. Chase, the State Quartermaster;
Maj. Gen. Walter E. Lombard, Mass. N. G., Ret., President of the Massachusetts
National Guard Association; and Col. George D. Moore, Inf., U. S. A., Officer
in charge of National Guard Affairs, First Corps Area.
LARKLAND F. HEWITT,
Major, 372nd Infantry, Commanding.
REPORT OF THE INTELLIGENCE SECTION.
1. The following report for the Intelligence Section of the Adjutant General's
Department is herewith submitted for the year ending December 31, 1929.
The work for the past year has been divided under the following headings:
First. Transfer of property and adjusting the accounts thereof: Under this heading
there has been a very large amount of work tliis year. Certain accounts, which
should have been adjusted a long time since, still remain open, and it is beUeved
that definite instruction as to the handUng of property should again be given in
the bulletin to officers responsible and accountable for property. Also, when
these accovmts are adjusted and completed at the earfiest possible time after the
transfer, it is found that the shortages, in most instances, are extremely small;
whereas, if the accounts are allowed to drag along for some time, it invariably
results in a much larger shortage.
Second. General intelligence work. — The work under this heading has increased
considerably over the past year, due, undoubtedly to unemployment and general
..conditions. It is believed that the situation is getting better at the present time.
Third. Investigation of matters referred to this section on military and other
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matters. — Under this heading, the work this year has exceeded that of any year
since the war, and the work is not as yet completed. Unfortunately there is not
sufficient personnel in this section to keep matters up to date, but the writer wishes
to thank those handling this work for their untiring efforts this year.
Fourth. Supplying maps and materiel to various organizations. — On account of
the increased number of schools, both in the winter and the summer in the various
training camps, the demands upon the map section have greatly increased ; therefore
this work also has increased considerably.
In closing, the writer wishes to thank The Adjutant General for his consideration
and kindness during the past year; and, also express his gratitude to the officers who
have assisted him in the work of the Section.
ROBERT 0. DALTON,
Lt. Col, A. G. D., M. V. M.
3n illcmoriam
The Adjutant General of Massachusetts announces with regret, and sympathy
for the families of those concerned, the following casualties in the Massachusetts
National Guard during the year 1929
:
Name
Arthur J. Amelotte .
James Andromedas .
Wilfred Beaulieu
George B. Beetchy .
John N. Bloodsworth
Benson Boring
John R. Burke
Bernard J. Coakley .
John H. Coyne
Wesley H. Dearborn
Roy J. Ducharme
Paul F. Fitzkee
Paul U. Fournier
Homer J. Godin
Adam A. Greene
Harry H. Hartung
Walter N. Isaacson .
Boleslaw Karpowicz .
Edward J. Leyden
John W. Martin
Donald Moore .
Arnold W. Purnell .
Francis J. Richardson
John Seaman .
George S. Selfridge .
Roland H. Sherman .
Roy D. Snook .
Morrill B. Stuart
Arthur P. Sullivan .
Thomas J. Sullivan .
James L. Vianna
George A. Wheeler
Francis W. Willwerth
Rank
Sergeant .
Private
Sergeant .
Staff Sergeant .
Sergeant .
Private 1st class
Sergeant .
Sergeant .
Sergeant .
Private
Captain .
Private
Private
Private
Private
Major
Private
Private 1st class
Major
Sergeant .
Private
Sergeant .
Corporal .
Private
Commander
Lt. Col. .
Private
Private
2d Lt.
Private 1st class
Private . ' .
Corporal .
Private 1st class
Organization Date
Btry. D, 102d F. A., Res. May
Serv. Co., 101st Inf. . June
Btry. F, 241st C. A. . Aug.
Hq. Co., 2d Bn., 181st Inf. Mar.
Hq. Btry., 101st F. A. . May
Btry. C, 101st F. A. . Dec.
Co. H, 104th Inf. . . Aug.
Serv. Co., 182nd Inf. . June
Co. A, 101st Inf. . . Feb.
Co. A, 104th Inf. . . Mar.
102d Amb. Co. . . Aug.
C.T., 2dBn., lOlstF. A. Feb.
Serv.Btry., 102dF.A. . Nov.
Co. C, 181st Inf. . . Feb.
Hq. Co., 372d Inf., Res. . Feb.
Retired List . . Sept.
101st Amb. Co. . . Aug.
Co. D, 181st Inf. . . July
Retired List . . Aug.
Co. E, 182d Inf. . . July
Co. L, 372nd Inf. . . Aug.
Co. C, 104th Inf. . . June
Btry. B, 102d F. A. . May
Troop A, 110th Cav. . Jan.
Retired List . . Nov.
Retired List . . July
Troop C, UOth Cav. . May
101st Wagon Co. . . Jan.
Btry. K, 241st C. A. . Aug.
Co. C, 101st Engrs. . Oct.
Btry. A, 241st C. A. . Feb.
Co. I, 182d Inf. . . Jan.
How. Co., 182d Inf
.
. Oct.
OP Death
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4,
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13,
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3,
22,
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12,
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4,
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5,
28,
8,
10,
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STATIONS OF TROOPS.
City or Town. Street. Telephone. Troops.
Adams
Attleboro
Boston
Park St.
Pine St.
State House
Air Port
Bunker Hill St.
130 Columbus Ave. . Lib.
Commonwealth Ave. Stad.
Stad.
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